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Abstract
We give a necessary and sufficient condition for an MV polytope P in a highest weight crystal to lie
in a fixed (but arbitrary) Demazure crystal (resp., opposite Demazure crystal), in terms of the lengths of
edges along a path through the 1-skeleton of P corresponding to a reduced word for the longest element
of the Weyl group W . Also, we give an explicit description as a pseudo-Weyl polytope of the extremal
MV polytopes in a highest weight crystal. Finally, by combining the results above, we obtain a polytopal
condition for an MV polytope P to lie in a fixed (but arbitrary) opposite Demazure crystal.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a complex, connected, semisimple algebraic group with Lie algebra g, T a maximal
torus with Lie algebra h, B a Borel subgroup containing T , N the unipotent radical of B , and
G∨ the Langlands dual group of G with Lie algebra g∨; we choose the convention that the roots
in B are the negative roots. Throughout this paper, we assume that G is simply-laced; all high-
est weight crystals and Demazure crystals — the ones of our interest — can be obtained from
those in the simply-laced cases by a standard technique of “folding” by diagram automorphisms
(see [10,27–29], and also [23]). The affine Grassmannian Gr for G is defined to be the quotient
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denotes the group of K := C((t))-valued points of G, and G(O) ⊂ G(K) denotes the subgroup
of O := C[[t]]-valued points of G. For each dominant coweight λ ∈ X∗(T ) := Hom(C∗, T ),
Mirkovic´ and Vilonen [24,25] discovered a family Z(λ) of closed, irreducible, algebraic subvari-
eties, called Mirkovic´–Vilonen (MV for short) cycles, in the closure Grλ ⊂ Gr of the G(O)-orbit
Grλ := G(O)[λ] ⊂ Gr through the image [λ] ∈ Gr of λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ G(K), and proved that these
algebraic subvarieties provide a basis for the irreducible highest weight module L(λ) of highest
weight λ over the Langlands dual group G∨; more precisely, the family Z(λ) consists of the
irreducible components of the closure of the intersection Grλ ∩ N(K)[ν] ⊂ Gr for the weights
ν ∈ X∗(T ) of L(λ), where N(K) ⊂ G(K) denotes the subgroup of K-valued points of G. Fur-
thermore, Braverman and Gaitsgory [7] (see also [8]) endowed the set Z(λ) of MV cycles with a
crystal structure, and gave an isomorphism of crystals between the resulting crystal and the crys-
tal basis B(λ) of the irreducible highest weight module V (λ) of highest weight λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ h
for the quantized universal enveloping algebra Uq(g∨) over C(q) of the (Langlands) dual Lie
algebra g∨ of g with Cartan subalgebra h∗.
In order to obtain an explicit combinatorial description of the MV cycles in Z(λ) for a dom-
inant coweight λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ h, Anderson [1] defined a family MV(λ) of convex polytopes in
the real form hR of h, which he called Mirkovic´–Vilonen (MV for short) polytopes, to be the
moment map images of the MV cycles in Z(λ). Furthermore, Kamnitzer [12,13] characterized
the MV polytopes in MV(λ) as certain pseudo-Weyl polytopes with highest vertex λ satisfying
the “tropical Plücker relations,” and then showed the existence of a bijection (in fact, an isomor-
phism of crystals) between the crystal basis B(λ) and the set MV(λ) of MV polytopes, which
is endowed with a crystal structure coming from the one (due to Lusztig [21], and also Beren-
stein and Zelevinsky [5]) on the canonical basis for the negative part U−q (g∨) of Uq(g∨); in [13],
Kamnitzer also proved that this crystal structure agrees with the crystal structure coming from
the one on the set Z(λ) of MV cycles.
Let W denote the Weyl group of g, with e the unit element and w0 the longest element. We fix
a dominant coweight λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR. Now, to understand better the MV polytopes in MV(λ),
we consider a filtration (compatible with the Bruhat ordering  on W ) of the crystal basis B(λ)
by Demazure crystals Bx(λ) ⊂ B(λ) (resp., opposite Demazure crystals Bx(λ) ⊂ B(λ)), x ∈ W ,
and then their images MVx(λ) ⊂ MV(λ) (resp., MVx(λ) ⊂ MV(λ)), x ∈ W , under the iso-
morphism of crystals B(λ) ∼−→ MV(λ) above. Here, for each x ∈ W , the Demazure module
Vx(λ) (resp., opposite Demazure module V x(λ)) is the U+q (g∨)-submodule (resp., U−q (g∨)-
submodule) of V (λ) generated by the one-dimensional weight space V (λ)x·λ ⊂ V (λ) of weight
x · λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR, where U+q (g∨) (resp., U−q (g∨)) is the positive part (resp., negative part)
of Uq(g∨); recall from [15] that the Demazure crystal Bx(λ) (resp., opposite Demazure crystal
Bx(λ)) is a subset of B(λ) such that
V (λ) ⊃ Vx(λ) =
⊕
b∈Bx(λ)
C(q)Gλ(b)
(
resp., V (λ) ⊃ V x(λ) =
⊕
b∈Bx(λ)
C(q)Gλ(b)
)
,
where Gλ(b), b ∈ B(λ), form the lower global basis of V (λ). In this paper, for a dominant
coweight λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR and x ∈ W , we give a necessary and sufficient condition for an
MV polytope in MV(λ) to lie in the image MVx(λ) ⊂ MV(λ) (resp., MVx(λ) ⊂ MV(λ))
of Bx(λ) ⊂ B(λ) (resp., Bx(λ) ⊂ B(λ)) under the isomorphism B(λ) ∼−→ MV(λ), in terms of
the lengths of edges along a path through the 1-skeleton of an MV polytope corresponding to a
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details. Also, we give a similar result for the crystal basis B(∞) of the negative part U−q (g∨) of
Uq(g
∨); see Theorem 3.2.1(2) for details.
Furthermore, for each x ∈ W , we give an explicit description as a pseudo-Weyl polytope of
the image (called an extremal MV polytope) Px·λ ∈ MV(λ) of the extremal element ux·λ ∈ B(λ)
of weight x · λ under the isomorphism of crystals B(λ) ∼−→ MV(λ); see Theorem 4.1.5(1) for
details. As a corollary, we obtain a purely combinatorial proof of the fact that the extremal
MV polytope Px·λ ∈ MV(λ) of weight x · λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR is identical to the convex hull
Conv(Wx · λ) in hR of the subset Wx · λ := {z · λ | z ∈ W with z  x} of the W -orbit W · λ
through λ; see Theorem 4.1.5(2) for details. This result is a generalization of the fact (see [1]
and [12]) that the MV polytope Pe·λ ∈ MV(λ) of highest weight λ consists only of the single
element λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ h, which is the moment map image of the point [λ] ∈ Gr , and the MV
polytope Pw0·λ ∈ MV(λ) of lowest weight w0 · λ is identical to the convex hull Conv(W · λ) in
hR of the W -orbit W · λ, which is the moment map image of the finite-dimensional projective
subvariety Grλ of Gr .
By combining our result for opposite Demazure crystals and the explicit description above
of the extremal MV polytopes, we can prove that for a dominant coweight λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR and
x ∈ W , an MV polytope P in MV(λ) lies in the opposite Demazure crystal MVx(λ) if and only
if P contains (as a set) the extremal MV polytope Px·λ = Conv(Wx · λ); see Theorem 4.5.1.
Finally, for a dominant coweight λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR, we refine the filtration of the crystal
MV(λ) consisting of Demazure crystals MVx(λ) (resp., opposite Demazure crystals MVx(λ)),
x ∈ W , so that we obtain the following decomposition into a disjoint union:
MV(λ) =
⊔
z∈Wλmin
MVz(λ)
(
resp., MV(λ) =
⊔
z∈Wλmax
MVz(λ)
)
,
where Wλmin (resp., Wλmax) is the set of minimal (resp., maximal) coset representatives for the
quotient set W/Wλ, with Wλ (⊂ W) the stabilizer of λ, with respect to the Bruhat ordering 
on W , and where, for each x ∈ Wλmin (resp., x ∈ Wλmax), we set
MVx(λ) := MVx(λ)
∖( ⋃
z∈Wλmin,z<x
MVz(λ)
)
(
resp., MVx(λ) := MVx(λ)
∖( ⋃
z∈Wλmax,z>x
MVz(λ)
))
.
Then, for each x ∈ W , we give a necessary and sufficient condition for an MV polytope P ∈
MV(λ) to lie in MVx(λ) (resp., MVx(λ)); see Proposition 5.1.4 (resp., Proposition 5.2.5) for
details. This result tells us the smallest, with respect to the inclusion relation, Demazure crystal
(resp., opposite Demazure crystal) in which P ∈ MV(λ) lies.
Here, we should mention some closely related results: in [33, §11.2] (cf. [34]), Schwer showed
that the dimension of each weight space of a Demazure module is given by the number of top-
dimensional irreducible components of the intersection of an N(K)-orbit and an orbit under the
standard Iwahori subgroup of G(K) in the affine Grassmannian Gr (note that the closures of
these irreducible components are not MV cycles in general); in [11, §4], Ion showed a very
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a geometric realization of Demazure crystals for simply-laced Kac–Moody algebras by using
certain subvarieties (called Demazure quiver varieties) of Nakajima’s quiver varieties; in [30],
Nakashima gave a condition for an element of a highest weight crystal to lie in a Demazure
crystal, and also gave an explicit description of the extremal elements for symmetrizable Kac–
Moody algebras, both of which are in terms of polyhedral realizations; among other realizations
of Demazure crystals, we name [19,20], and [18].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2.1 and 2.2, following Kamnitzer [12,13], we
review some of the basic facts on MV polytopes, and then give a description of the crystal struc-
ture on them. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, after recalling the notion of Demazure crystals, we state
a necessary and sufficient condition for an MV polytope to lie in a Demazure crystal in terms
of the lengths of its edges; the proof is given in Section 3.3. In Sections 3.4 and 3.5, a similar
result for an opposite Demazure crystal is obtained. In Section 4.1, we provide an explicit de-
scription of the extremal MV polytopes; Sections 4.2–4.4 are devoted to its proof. In Section 4.5,
we give a polytopal condition for an MV polytope to lie in an opposite Demazure crystal, and in
Section 4.6, we pose a question concerning a necessary (but, not sufficient) polytopal condition
for an MV polytope to lie in a Demazure crystal. Finally, in Section 5, we give a necessary and
sufficient condition for an MV polytope to lie in the MVx(λ) (resp., MVx(λ)) above for x ∈ W .
2. Mirkovic´–Vilonen polytopes
2.1. Mirkovic´–Vilonen polytopes
Here, following [12], we briefly review some of the basic facts on Gelfand–Goresky–
MacPherson–Serganova (GGMS for short) data and Mirkovic´–Vilonen (MV for short) polytopes.
Let G be a complex, connected, semisimple algebraic group with Lie algebra g, T a maximal
torus with Lie algebra h, B a Borel subgroup containing T , and N the unipotent radical of B;
we choose the convention that the roots in B are the negative roots. Throughout this paper, we
assume that G (and hence g) is simply-laced, for reasons explained in the introduction. Let (A =
(aij )i,j∈I ,Π := {αj }j∈I ,Π∨ := {hj }j∈I ,h∗,h) be the root datum of g, where A = (aij )i,j∈I is
the Cartan matrix, h is the Cartan subalgebra, Π := {αj }j∈I ⊂ h∗ := HomC(h,C) is the set of
simple roots, and Π∨ := {hj }j∈I ⊂ h is the set of simple coroots; note that 〈αj ,hi〉 = aij for
i, j ∈ I , where 〈·,·〉 denotes the canonical pairing between h∗ and h. Let W := 〈sj | j ∈ I 〉 be the
Weyl group of g, where sj , j ∈ I , are the simple reflections, with length function  :W → Z0,
and let e,w0 ∈ W be the unit element and the longest element of W , respectively. Let R(w0)
denote the set of all reduced words for w0, that is, all sequences (i1, i2, . . . , im) of elements of
I such that si1si2 · · · sim = w0, where m is the length (w0) of the longest element w0. Also, we
denote by  the (strong) Bruhat ordering on W .
We denote by G∨ the Langlands dual group of G, and by g∨ its Lie algebra. Thus, g∨ is
the complex, finite-dimensional, semisimple Lie algebra associated to the root datum (tA =
(aji)i,j∈I ,Π∨ := {hj }j∈I ,Π := {αj }j∈I ,h,h∗); note that the Cartan subalgebra of g∨ is h∗,
not h. Let Uq(g∨) denote the quantized universal enveloping algebra over the field C(q) of
rational functions in q associated to the dual Lie algebra g∨, with positive part U+q (g∨) and
negative part U−q (g∨). We denote by B(∞) the crystal basis of U−q (g∨). Also, for a dominant
coweight λ ∈ X∗(T ) := Hom(C∗, T ) ⊂ hR :=∑j∈I Rhj ⊂ h, denote by V (λ) the integrable
highest weight Uq(g∨)-module of highest weight λ, and by B(λ) the crystal basis of V (λ).
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Gelfand–Goresky–MacPherson–Serganova (GGMS) datum if it satisfies the condition that w−1 ·
(μw′ − μw) ∈∑j∈I Z0hj for all w,w′ ∈ W . It follows by induction on W with respect to the
(weak) Bruhat ordering that μ• = (μw)w∈W is a GGMS datum if and only if
μwsi −μw ∈ Z0(w · hi) for every w ∈ W and i ∈ I . (2.1.1)
Following [12] and [13], to each GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W , we associate a convex polytope
P(μ•) ⊂ hR by:
P(μ•) =
{
h ∈ hR
∣∣∣w−1 · (h−μw) ∈∑
j∈I
R0hj for all w ∈ W
}
; (2.1.2)
the polytope P(μ•) is called a pseudo-Weyl polytope with GGMS datum μ•. Note that the
GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W is determined uniquely by the convex polytope P(μ•). Also, we
know from [12, Proposition 2.2] that the set of vertices of the polytope P(μ•) is given by the
collection μ• = (μw)w∈W (possibly, with repetitions). In particular, we have
P(μ•) = Conv{μw | w ∈ W },
where for a subset X of hR, ConvX denotes the convex hull in hR of X.
Definition 2.1.1. Let i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0) and j = (j1, j2, . . . , jm) ∈ R(w0) be reduced
words for the longest element w0 ∈ W .
(1) We say that i and j are related by a 2-move if there exist indices i, j ∈ I with aij = aji = 0
and an integer 0 k m − 2 such that il = jl for all 1 l m with l = k + 1, k + 2, and
such that ik+1 = jk+2 = i, ik+2 = jk+1 = j , i.e.,
i = (i1, . . . , ik, i, j, ik+3, . . . , im),
j = (i1, . . . , ik, j, i, ik+3, . . . , im). (2.1.3)
(2) We say that i and j are related by a 3-move if there exist indices i, j ∈ I with aij = aji = −1
and an integer 0 k m− 3 such that il = jl for all 1 l m with l = k + 1, k + 2, k + 3,
and such that ik+1 = ik+3 = jk+2 = i, ik+2 = jk+1 = jk+3 = j , i.e.,
i = (i1, . . . , ik, i, j, i, ik+4, . . . , im),
j = (i1, . . . , ik, j, i, j, ik+4, . . . , im). (2.1.4)
Remark 2.1.2. Let i, j ∈ R(w0). It is well known (see, for example, [6, Theorem 3.3.1(ii)]) that
there exists a sequence i = i0, i1, . . . , it = j of elements of R(w0) such that iu and iu+1 are related
by a 2-move or a 3-move for each 0 u t − 1.
Let i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0) be a reduced word for w0. We set wil := si1si2 · · · sil ∈ W for
0 l m. For a GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W , define integers nil = nil(μ•) ∈ Z0, 1 l m,
via the following “length formula” (see [12, Eq. (8)]):
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−μwil−1 = n
i
lw
i
l−1 · hil . (2.1.5)
μ
wil
= μ
wil−1sil
ni
l
μ
wil−1
Definition 2.1.3. A GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W is said to be a Mirkovic´–Vilonen (MV) datum
if it satisfies the following condition:
(1) If two reduced words i, j ∈ R(w0) are related by a 2-move as in (2.1.3), then nil = njl for all
1 l m with l = k + 1, k + 2, and nik+1 = njk+2, nik+2 = njk+1.
μ
wik+1
= μ
wiksi
μ
wik
= μ
w
j
k
μ
w
j
k+1
= μ
w
j
ksj
ni
k+1
ni
k+2
n
j
k+1
n
j
k+2
μ
wik+2
= μ
wiksi sj
= μ
w
j
ksj si
= μ
w
j
k+2
(2) If two reduced words i, j ∈ R(w0) are related by a 3-move as in (2.1.4), then nil = njl for all
1 l m with l = k + 1, k + 2, k + 3, and⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
n
j
k+1 = nik+2 + nik+3 − min
(
nik+1, nik+3
)
,
n
j
k+2 = min
(
nik+1, nik+3
)
,
n
j
k+3 = nik+1 + nik+2 − min
(
nik+1, nik+3
)
.
(2.1.6)
μ
wik+3
= μ
wiksi sj si
= μ
w
j
ksj si sj
= μ
w
j
k+3
ni
k+3 nj
k+3
n
j
k+2n
i
k+2
ni
k+1 njk+1
μ
w
j
k+2
= μ
w
j
ksj si
μ
w
j
k+1
= μ
w
j
ksj
μ
wik
= μ
w
j
k
μ
wik+1
= μ
wiksi
μ
wik+2
= μ
wiksi sj
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a Mirkovic´–Vilonen (MV) polytope if the GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W is an MV datum. We
denote by MV the set of all MV polytopes.
Remark 2.1.4. In the definition above of MV polytopes, we first introduced the notion of MV
data (which was not introduced in [12,13]), and then called the associated pseudo-Weyl polytopes
(by (2.1.2)) MV polytopes. This definition of MV polytopes is equivalent to the one in [12,13],
as is easily seen by an argument in the proof of [12, Proposition 5.4] (see the comment following
[12, Theorem 7.1]).
2.2. Crystals MV(∞) and MV(λ)
For j ∈ I and an MV datum μ• = (μw)w∈W , we denote by fjμ• (resp., ejμ• if μe = μsj )
a unique MV datum μ′• = (μ′w)w∈W such that μ′e = μe − hj (resp., μ′e = μe + hj ), and such
that μ′w = μw for all w ∈ W with sjw < w (see [13, Theorem 3.5] and its proof); note that
μ′w0 = μw0 and μ′sj = μsj .
Now, let MV(∞) denote the set of MV polytopes P = P(μ•) with GGMS (hence MV)
datum μ• = (μw)w∈W for which μw0 = 0 ∈ hR; note that, by the length formula, μw ∈ Q∨− :=∑
j∈I Z0hj for all w ∈ W . Following [13, §§3.3, 3.5, and 3.6], we endow MV(∞) with a
crystal structure for Uq(g∨) (due to Lusztig [22], and also Berenstein and Zelevinsky [5]) as
follows. Let P = P(μ•) ∈ MV(∞) be an MV polytope with GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W .
The weight wt(P ) of P is, by definition, equal to the vertex μe ∈ Q∨−. For each j ∈ I , we
define the (lowering) Kashiwara operator fj : MV(∞)∪ {0} → MV(∞)∪ {0} and the (raising)
Kashiwara operator ej : MV(∞)∪ {0} → MV(∞)∪ {0} by:
ej0 = fj0 := 0,
fjP = fjP (μ•) := P(fjμ•),
ejP = ejP (μ•) :=
{
P(ejμ•) if μe = μsj ,
0 otherwise,
where 0 is an additional element, not contained in MV(∞). We set εj (P ) := max{N  0 |
eNj P = 0}, and ϕj (P ) := 〈αj ,wt(P )〉 + εj (P ).
Theorem 2.2.1. (See [13, §3.3 and §3.6].) The set MV(∞), equipped with the maps wt, ej ,
fj (j ∈ I ), and εj , ϕj (j ∈ I ) above, is a crystal for Uq(g∨). Moreover, there exists a unique
isomorphism Ψ : B(∞) ∼−→ MV(∞) of crystals for Uq(g∨).
Remark 2.2.2. Define a GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W by: μw = 0 ∈ hR for all w ∈ W . It is
obvious that μ• is an MV datum, and the MV polytope P0 := P(μ•) is an element of MV(∞)
whose weight is 0 ∈ hR. Therefore, under the isomorphism Ψ of Theorem 2.2.1, the element
u∞ ∈ B(∞) corresponding to the identity element 1 ∈ U−q (g∨) is sent to the MV polytope P0 ∈
MV(∞).
Let λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR be a dominant coweight. Let MV(λ) denote the set of MV polytopes
P = P(μ•) with GGMS (hence MV) datum μ• = (μw)w∈W such that μw = λ and such that P0
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formula, μw ∈ λ + Q∨− for all w ∈ W . Following [13, §6.2], we endow MV(λ) with a crystal
structure for Uq(g∨) as follows. Let P = P(μ•) ∈ MV(λ) be an MV polytope with GGMS
datum μ• = (μw)w∈W . The weight wt(P ) of P is, by definition, equal to the vertex μe ∈ λ+Q∨−.
For each j ∈ I , we define the lowering Kashiwara operator fj : MV(λ) ∪ {0} → MV(λ) ∪ {0}
and the raising Kashiwara operator ej : MV(λ)∪ {0} → MV(λ)∪ {0} by:
ej0 = fj0 := 0,
fjP = fjP (μ•) :=
{
P(fjμ•) if P(fjμ•) ⊂ Conv(W · λ),
0 otherwise,
ejP = ejP (μ•) :=
{
P(ejμ•) if μe = μsj ,
0 otherwise,
where 0 is an additional element, not contained in MV(λ). We set εj (P ) := max{N  0 |
eNj P = 0}, and ϕj (P ) := max{N  0 | f Nj P = 0}.
Theorem 2.2.3. (See [13, Theorem 6.4].) The set MV(λ), equipped with the maps wt, ej , fj
(j ∈ I ), and εj , ϕj (j ∈ I ) above, is a crystal for Uq(g∨). Moreover, there exists a unique iso-
morphism Ψλ : B(λ) ∼−→ MV(λ) of crystals for Uq(g∨).
Remark 2.2.4.
(1) Define a GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W by: μw = λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR for all w ∈ W . It is
obvious that μ• is an MV datum, and the MV polytope Pλ := P(μ•) is an element of MV(λ)
whose weight is λ ∈ X∗(T ). Therefore, under the isomorphism Ψλ of Theorem 2.2.3, the
highest weight element uλ ∈ B(λ) of weight λ is sent to the MV polytope Pλ ∈ MV(λ).
(2) We know from [1] that the polytope Pw0·λ := Conv(W · λ) is an element of MV(λ), and
is the lowest weight element of weight w0 · λ ∈ X∗(T ); in fact, the GGMS (hence MV)
datum of Pw0·λ is given by: μw = ww0 · λ ∈ hR, w ∈ W (see [12] and also Section 4.1
below). Therefore, under the isomorphism Ψλ of Theorem 2.2.3, the lowest weight element
uw0·λ ∈ B(λ) of weight w0 · λ is sent to the MV polytope Pw0·λ ∈ MV(λ).
3. MV polytopes lying in a Demazure crystal and an opposite Demazure crystal
We take and fix (once and for all) an arbitrary dominant coweight λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR.
3.1. Demazure crystals
Let x ∈ W . The Demazure module Vx(λ) is defined to be the U+q (g∨)-submodule of V (λ)
generated by the one-dimensional weight space V (λ)x·λ ⊂ V (λ) of weight x · λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR.
Recall from [15] that the Demazure crystal Bx(λ) is a subset of B(λ) such that
V (λ) ⊃ Vx(λ) =
⊕
b∈Bx(λ)
C(q)Gλ(b), (3.1.1)
where Gλ(b), b ∈ B(λ), form the lower global basis of V (λ).
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V (λ)y·λ. Therefore, it follows from (3.1.1) that Bx(λ) = By(λ).
We know from [15, Proposition 3.2.3] that the Demazure crystals Bx(λ), x ∈ W , are charac-
terized by the inductive relations:
Be(λ) = {uλ}, (3.1.2)
Bx(λ) =
⋃
N0
f Nj Bsj x(λ) \ {0} for x ∈ W and j ∈ I with sj x < x. (3.1.3)
In addition, we know from [15, Proposition 3.2.5] that there exists a unique family Bx(∞),
x ∈ W , of subsets of B(∞) satisfying the inductive relations:
Be(∞) = {u∞}, (3.1.4)
Bx(∞) =
⋃
N0
f Nj Bsj x(∞) for x ∈ W and j ∈ I with sj x < x; (3.1.5)
for each x ∈ W , the subset Bx(∞) ⊂ B(∞) is also called the Demazure crystal associated to x.
3.2. Condition for an MV polytope to lie in a Demazure crystal
Let us take an arbitrary x ∈ W , and denote by p the length (xw0) of xw0 ∈ W . For each
reduced word i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0), with m = (w0), we set
S(xw0, i) =
{
(a1, a2, . . . , ap) ∈ [1,m]p 1 a1 < a2 < · · · < ap m,sia1 sia2 · · · siap = xw0
}
,
where [1,m] := {a ∈ Z | 1 a m}. Note that for each sequence (a1, a2, . . . , ap) ∈ S(xw0, i),
xw0 = sia1 sia2 · · · siap is a reduced expression since p = (xw0). Let MVx(λ) (resp., MVx(∞))
denote the subset of MV(λ) (resp., MV(∞)) consisting of those elements P(μ•) with GGMS
datum μ• = (μw)w∈W which satisfy the condition:
(Dem.) for some i ∈ R(w0), there exists a sequence a = (a1, a2, . . . , ap) ∈ S(xw0, i) such that
niaq = niaq (μ•) = 0 for all 1  q  p (for the definition of nil ∈ Z0, 1  l  m,
see (2.1.5)).
The following is the first main result of this paper; its proof will be given in the next subsec-
tion.
Theorem 3.2.1. Keep the notation above.
(1) Under the isomorphism Ψλ : B(λ) ∼−→ MV(λ) of Theorem 2.2.3, the Demazure crystal
Bx(λ) ⊂ B(λ) associated to x ∈ W is mapped to MVx(λ), that is,
Ψλ
(Bx(λ))= MVx(λ).
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Bx(∞) ⊂ B(∞) associated to x ∈ W is mapped to MVx(∞), that is,
Ψ
(Bx(∞))= MVx(∞).
For each reduced word i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0), we set
Ŝ(xw0, i) =
⎧⎨⎩ (a1, a2, . . . , al) ∈ [1,m]l
0 l m,
1 a1 < a2 < · · · < al m,
sia1
sia2
· · · sial = xw0
⎫⎬⎭ ;
note that we can replace the condition “0  l  m” in the definition above with “p  l  m”
since (xw0) = p. It is obvious that S(xw0, i) ⊂ Ŝ(xw0, i), since the set S(xw0, i) is identical to
the subset of Ŝ(xw0, i) consisting of those elements (a1, a2, . . . , al) for which l = p. Also, for
each sequence (a1, a2, . . . , al) ∈ Ŝ(xw0, i), there exists a subsequence of it which is contained
in S(xw0, i) (see, for example, [26, Chap. 5, §4, Corollary 2]). Using these facts, we obtain
immediately the following corollary of Theorem 3.2.1.
Corollary 3.2.2. The Demazure crystal MVx(λ) (resp., MVx(∞)) is identical to the subset of
MV(λ) (resp., MV(∞)) consisting of those elements P(μ•) ∈ MV(λ) (resp., ∈ MV(∞)) with
GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W which satisfy the following condition: for some i ∈ R(w0), there
exists a sequence (a1, a2, . . . , al) ∈ Ŝ(xw0, i) such that niaq = niaq (μ•) = 0 for all 1 q  l.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3.2.1
We keep the notation and assumptions of Section 3.2. The following proposition plays a key
role in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1.
Proposition 3.3.1. Let P(μ•) be an MV polytope in MVx(λ) or MVx(∞) with GGMS da-
tum μ• = (μw)w∈W . Then, for every j ∈ R(w0), there exists a sequence b = (b1, b2, . . . , bp) ∈
S(xw0, j) such that njbq = n
j
bq
(μ•) = 0 for all 1 q  p.
Proof. In view of Remark 2.1.2 along with the definitions of MVx(λ) and MVx(∞), it suffices
to prove the following claim.
Claim. Let i ∈ R(w0) be such that there exists a sequence a = (a1, a2, . . . , ap) ∈ S(xw0, i) for
which niaq = niaq (μ•) = 0 for all 1  q  p. Assume that j ∈ R(w0) is related to i ∈ R(w0) by
a 2-move or a 3-move. Then, there exists a sequence b = (b1, b2, . . . , bp) ∈ S(xw0, j) for which
n
j
bq
= 0 for all 1 q  p.
Proof. We give a proof in the case that i and j are related by a 3-move as in (2.1.4), i.e.,
i = (i1, . . . , ik, i, j, i, ik+4, . . . , im),
j = (i1, . . . , ik, j, i, j, ik+4, . . . , im)
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case of 2-move is similar (or, even simpler). Now, for 0  l1, l2  m, we denote by [l1, l2] ∩ a
the subsequence of a consisting of those aq ’s such that aq ∈ [l1, l2] := {l ∈ Z | l1  l  l2}; by
convention, we set [l1, l2] ∩ a := ∅ if there is no aq such that l1  aq  l2. Then we have
[1, k] ∩ a = (a1, . . . , au0),
[k + 1, k + 3] ∩ a = (au0+1, . . . , au1),
[k + 4,m] ∩ a = (au1+1, . . . , ap)
for 0  u0  u1  p. We set a′ := [k + 1, k + 3] ∩ a. Since xw0 = sia1 sia2 · · · siap is a reduced
expression and ik+1 = ik+3 = i, the subsequence a′ cannot be equal to (k + 1, k + 3). Namely,
the subsequence a′ is equal to one of the following: ∅, (k + 1), (k + 2), (k + 3), (k + 1, k + 2),
(k+2, k+3), (k+1, k+2, k+3). Note that if a′ = (k+2) (and hence nik+2 = 0), then njk+1 = 0
or n
j
k+3 = 0 by (2.1.6). We define a strictly increasing sequence b = (b1, b2, . . . , bp) ∈ [1,m]p
as follows:
bq = aq for 1 q  u0 and u1 + 1 q  p,
(bu0+1, . . . , bu1) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∅ if a′ = ∅,
(k + 2) if a′ = (k + 1) or (k + 3),
(k + 1) if a′ = (k + 2) and njk+1 = 0,
(k + 3) if a′ = (k + 2) and njk+1 = 0, njk+3 = 0,
(k + 2, k + 3) if a′ = (k + 1, k + 2),
(k + 1, k + 2) if a′ = (k + 2, k + 3),
(k + 1, k + 2, k + 3) if a′ = (k + 1, k + 2, k + 3).
Then, it follows that b ∈ S(xw0, j). Also, by using (2.1.6), we can easily verify that njbq = 0 for
all 1 q  p. This proves the claim, completing the proof of the proposition. 
Remark 3.3.2. By Proposition 3.3.1, we can replace the phrase “for some i ∈ R(w0)” in the
condition (Dem.) (and in Corollary 3.2.2) for MVx(λ) and MVx(∞) with the phrase “for every
i ∈ R(w0).”
Proposition 3.3.3.
(1) We have MVe(λ) = {Pλ} and MVe(∞) = {P0}.
(2) Let x ∈ W and j ∈ I be such that sj x < x. Then, we have
MVx(λ) =
⋃
N0
f Nj MVsj x(λ) \ {0}, (3.3.1)
MVx(∞) =
⋃
N0
f Nj MVsj x(∞). (3.3.2)
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P0 ∈ MVe(∞). Now, let P = P(μ•) ∈ MVe(λ) (resp., P = P(μ•) ∈ MVe(∞)) be an MV
polytope with GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W . Note that the set S(ew0, i) = S(w0, i) consists
of the single element (1,2, . . . ,m) for all i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0). Therefore, we see from
Proposition 3.3.1 that nil(μ•) = 0 for all i ∈ R(w0) and 1  l  m, which implies that μwi0 =
μwi1
= · · · = μwim = μw0 = λ (resp., = 0) for all i ∈ R(w0). Here we recall the well-known fact
(see, for example, [6, Proposition 3.1.2]) that for each w ∈ W , there exist some i ∈ R(w0) and an
integer 0 l m such that w = wil . From this fact, it follows that μw = λ (resp., μw = 0) for all
w ∈ W , and hence P = Pλ (resp., P = P0). Thus we have proved part (1).
(2) We denote by p the length (xw0) of xw0 as in Section 3.2. Then the length (sj xw0)
of sj xw0 is equal to p + 1, since sj x < x by assumption. We take and fix i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈
R(w0) such that i1 = j .
First we show the inclusion ⊃ of (3.3.1) (resp., (3.3.2)). Let P = P(μ•) ∈ MVsj x(λ) (resp.,
P = P(μ•) ∈ MVsj x(∞)) be an MV polytope with GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W . Assume that
f Nj P = 0 for some N  0, and let μ′• = (μ′w)w∈W denote the GGMS (hence MV) datum of the
MV polytope f Nj P , i.e., f
N
j P = P(μ′•). In order to verify that f Nj P = P(μ′•) ∈ MVx(λ) (resp.,∈ MVx(∞)), we define a sequence b = (b1, b2, . . . , bp) ∈ S(xw0, i) as follows. By Proposi-
tion 3.3.1, there exists a sequence a = (a1, a2, . . . , ap+1) ∈ S(sj xw0, i) such that niaq (μ•) = 0
for all 1  q  p + 1; recall that sia1 sia2 · · · siap+1 is a reduced expression of sj xw0 by the
definition of S(sj xw0, i). Since sj xw0 > xw0, it follows from the “exchange condition” (see,
for example, [26, Chap. 5, §3, Proposition 2]) that xw0 has a reduced expression of the form:
xw0 = sia1 · · · siaq−1 siaq+1 · · · siap+1 for some (uniquely determined) 1  q  p + 1. Here we
note that if a1 = 1, then q = 1 (i.e., sia1 is removed) since ia1 = i1 = j and sj xw0 > xw0.
Thus, the sequence (a1, . . . , aq−1, aq+1, . . . , ap+1) obtained from the sequence a by remov-
ing aq is an element of S(xw0, i). We now define b = (b1, b2, . . . , bp) to be this sequence
(a1, . . . , aq−1, aq+1, . . . , ap+1) ∈ S(xw0, i). It follows that bq  2 for all 1 q  p.
Claim 1. We have nibq (μ
′•) = 0 for all 1 q  p.
Proof. Note that sjwil < w
i
l for all 1  l  m, since i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0) is such that
i1 = j . Therefore, it follows from the definition of the Kashiwara operator fj that μ′
wil
= μwil
for all 1  l  m. Hence we have nil(μ′•) = nil(μ•) for all 2  l  m. Because bq  2 for all
1 q  p, and niaq (μ•) = 0 for all 1 q  p+1, we deduce from the definition of the sequence
b that nibq (μ
′•) = 0 for all 1 q  p, as desired. 
It follows from Claim 1 that f Nj P = P(μ′•) ∈ MVx(λ) (resp., ∈ MVx(∞)), and hence the
inclusion ⊃ of (3.3.1) (resp., (3.3.2)) is shown.
The inclusion ⊂ of (3.3.1) (resp., (3.3.2)) can be shown similarly. Let P = P(μ•) ∈ MVx(λ)
(resp., P = P(μ•) ∈ MVx(∞)) be an MV polytope with GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W . Let
μ′• = (μ′w)w∈W denote the GGMS (hence MV) datum of the MV polytope emaxj P := e
εj (P )
j P ,
i.e., emaxj P = P(μ′•). We define a sequence b = (b1, b2, . . . , bp+1) ∈ S(sj xw0, i) as follows. By
Proposition 3.3.1, there exists a sequence a = (a1, a2, . . . , ap) ∈ S(xw0, i) such that niaq (μ•) = 0
for all 1 q  p. Note that a1  2, since sj xw0 > xw0 and i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0) is such
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Then it follows immediately that b ∈ S(sj xw0, i) since i1 = j .
Claim 2. We have nibq (μ
′•) = 0 for all 1 q  p + 1.
Proof. Note that ej (emaxj P ) = 0 by the definition. Hence it follows from the definition of the
Kashiwara operator ej that μ′
wi0
= μ′e = μ′sj = μ′wi1 . Also, it follows from the definition of ej
that μ′
wil
= μwil for all 1 l m, since i1 = j implies sjw
i
l < w
i
l . Therefore, we have n
i
b1
(μ′•) =
ni1(μ
′•) = 0, and nil(μ′•) = nil(μ•) for all 2  l  m. Because aq  a1  2 for all 1  q  p,
and niaq (μ•) = 0 for all 1 q  p, we deduce that nibq (μ′•) = niaq−1(μ′•) = niaq−1(μ•) = 0 for all
2 q  p + 1. Hence we have nibq (μ′•) = 0 for all 1 q  p + 1, as desired. 
It follows from Claim 2 that emaxj P = P(μ′•) ∈ MVsj x(λ) (resp., ∈ MVsj x(∞)). Therefore,
we conclude that P ∈ f εj (P )j MVsj x(λ) (resp., ∈ f
εj (P )
j MVsj x(∞)), which implies the inclu-
sion ⊂ of (3.3.1) (resp., (3.3.2)). Thus, we have proved (3.3.1) and (3.3.2), thereby completing
the proof of the proposition. 
Part (1) of Theorem 3.2.1 follows immediately by combining (3.1.2), (3.1.3) and the cor-
responding assertions for MVx(λ), x ∈ W , in Proposition 3.3.3; also, recall Remark 2.2.4(1).
Similarly, part (2) of Theorem 3.2.1 follows immediately by combining (3.1.4), (3.1.5) and the
corresponding assertions for MVx(∞), x ∈ W , in Proposition 3.3.3; also, recall Remark 2.2.2.
3.4. Opposite Demazure crystals
Let x ∈ W . The opposite Demazure module V x(λ) is defined to be the U−q (g∨)-submodule of
V (λ) generated by the one-dimensional weight space V (λ)x·λ ⊂ V (λ) of weight x ·λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂
hR. Recall from [15] that the opposite Demazure crystal Bx(λ) is a subset of B(λ) such that
V (λ) ⊃ V x(λ) =
⊕
b∈Bx(λ)
C(q)Gλ(b), (3.4.1)
where Gλ(b), b ∈ B(λ), form the lower global basis of V (λ).
Remark 3.4.1. If x, y ∈ W satisfies x · λ = y · λ, then we have V x(λ) = V y(λ) since V (λ)x·λ =
V (λ)y·λ. Therefore, it follows from (3.4.1) that Bx(λ) = By(λ).
We know from [15, §4] that the opposite Demazure crystals Bx(λ), x ∈ W , are characterized
by the (descending) inductive relations:
Bw0(λ) = {uw0·λ}, (3.4.2)
Bx(λ) =
⋃
N0
eNj Bsj x(λ) \ {0} for x ∈ W and j ∈ I with sj x > x. (3.4.3)
Furthermore, we see from [15, Proposition 4.2(i)] and (3.4.3) that for x ∈ W and j ∈ I with
sj x > x, b ∈ Bx(λ) holds if and only if f maxb ∈ Bsj x(λ) holds, where for b ∈ B(λ) and j ∈ I ,j
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ϕj (b)
j b, with ϕj (b) := max{N  0 | f Nj b = 0}. Using this fact successively,
we obtain the following lemma (cf. [16, Proposition 9.1.3(2)] for a similar result for Demazure
crystals).
Lemma 3.4.2. Let x ∈ W , and let i1, i2, . . . , ip be a sequence of elements in I such that
(sip · · · si2si1x) = (x) + p and sip · · · si2si1x = w0. An element b ∈ B(λ) is contained in the
opposite Demazure crystal Bx(λ) associated to x if and only if f maxip · · ·f maxi2 f maxi1 b = uw0·λ.
3.5. Condition for an MV polytope to lie in an opposite Demazure crystal
Let us take an arbitrary x ∈ W , and denote by p the length (xw0) of xw0 ∈ W . Let MVx(λ)
denote the subset of MV(λ) consisting of those elements P(μ•) ∈ MV(λ) with GGMS datum
μ• = (μw)w∈W which satisfy the condition:
(Opp. Dem.) for some i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0) such that wip = si1si2 · · · sip = xw0, there
holds μwil = w
i
lw0 · λ for all p  l m.
The following is the second main result of this paper.
Theorem 3.5.1. Under the isomorphism Ψλ : B(λ) ∼−→ MV(λ) of Theorem 2.2.3, the opposite
Demazure crystal Bx(λ) ⊂ B(λ) associated to x ∈ W is mapped to MVx(λ), that is,
Ψλ
(Bx(λ))= MVx(λ).
Proof. First, we prove that Ψλ(Bx(λ)) ⊂ MVx(λ). Let P = P(μ•) ∈ Ψλ(Bx(λ)) be an MV
polytope with GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W , and take an arbitrary i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0)
such that wip = si1si2 · · · sip = xw0. We will show by descending induction on l that μwil = w
i
lw0 ·
λ for every p  l m. Since μwim = μw0 = λ = w0w0 · λ = wimw0 · λ, the assertion holds when
l = m. For p + 1 l m, we have
μwil−1
= μwil − n
i
lw
i
l−1 · hil by the length formula
= wilw0 · λ− nilwil−1 · hil by the induction hypothesis
= wil−1silw0 · λ− nilwil−1 · hil
= wil−1 ·
(
w0 · λ− 〈αil ,w0 · λ〉hil
)− nilwil−1 · hil
= wil−1w0 · λ−
{〈αil ,w0 · λ〉 + nil}wil−1 · hil .
Therefore, in order to show that μwil−1 = w
i
l−1w0 · λ, it suffices to verify the following claim.
Claim 1. We have nil = −〈αil ,w0 · λ〉.
Proof. Following [13, §6.3], we define the (downward) Kashiwara datum for P with respect to
i as follows:
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(
f maxi1 P
)
, N3 := ϕi3
(
f maxi2 f
max
i1
P
)
,
· · · , Nm := ϕim
(
f maxim−1 · · ·f maxi2 f maxi1 P
)
, (3.5.1)
where for P ∈ MV(λ) and j ∈ I , we set f maxj P := f
ϕj (P )
j P ∈ MV(λ). Then we have
Np+1 = Np+2 = · · · = Nm = 0. Indeed, it follows from the equality si1si2 · · · sip = xw0 that
sip · · · si2si1x = (xw0)−1x = w0, and hence
(sip · · · si2si1x) = (w0) = m = (m− p)+ p = (x)+ p,
since (x) = (w0)− (xw0) = m− p. Therefore, from Lemma 3.4.2, we deduce that
f maxip · · ·f maxi2 f maxi1 P = Pw0·λ.
Because Pw0·λ ∈ MV(λ) is the lowest weight element of weight w0 · λ (recall Remark 2.2.4(2)),
we have ϕj (Pw0·λ) = 0 for all j ∈ I , and hence Np+1 = Np+2 = · · · = Nm = 0, as desired. In
particular, Nl = 0 since p+1 l m. Also, we know from [13, Theorem 6.6] (and the equation
preceding it) that
Nl = 12
〈
wil−1 · αil ,μwil−1 +μwil
〉
.
Consequently, we obtain 〈
wil−1 · αil ,μwil−1
〉= −〈wil−1 · αil ,μwil 〉. (3.5.2)
Here we note that by the length formula μwil −μwil−1 = n
i
lw
i
l−1 · hil , there holds〈
wil−1 · αil ,μwil −μwil−1
〉= nil 〈wil−1 · αil ,wil−1 · hil 〉. (3.5.3)
The left-hand side of (3.5.3) is equal to:〈
wil−1 · αil ,μwil −μwil−1
〉= 〈wil−1 · αil ,μwil 〉− 〈wil−1 · αil ,μwil−1 〉
= 2〈wil−1 · αil ,μwil 〉 by (3.5.2)
= 2〈wil−1 · αil ,wilw0 · λ〉 by the induction hypothesis
= 2〈wil−1 · αil ,wil−1silw0 · λ〉
= 2〈αil , silw0 · λ〉
= −2〈αil ,w0 · λ〉.
The right-hand side of (3.5.3) is equal to:
nil
〈
wil−1 · hil ,wil−1 · αil
〉= nil〈hil , αil 〉 = 2nil .
Substituting these equalities into (3.5.3), we conclude that ni = −〈αi ,w0 · λ〉, as desired. l l
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i
lw0 · λ for all p  l m. This implies that P ∈ MVx(λ),
and hence that Ψλ(Bx(λ)) ⊂ MVx(λ).
Next, we prove the reverse inclusion Ψλ(Bx(λ)) ⊃ MVx(λ). Let P = P(μ•) ∈ MVx(λ)
be an MV polytope with GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W . Since P ∈ MVx(λ), there exists
i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0) with wip = si1si2 · · · sip = xw0 such that μwil = w
i
lw0 · λ for all
p  l m. Define the (downward) Kashiwara datum for P with respect to i as in (3.5.1):
Nl := ϕil
(
f maxil−1 · · ·f maxi2 f maxi1 P
)
, 1 l m.
Claim 2. We have Nl = 0 for all p + 1 l m.
Proof. Let p+ 1 l m. We know from [13, Theorem 6.6] (and the equation preceding it) that
Nl = 12
〈
wil−1 · αil ,μwil−1 +μwil
〉
.
Using the equalities μwil−1 = w
i
l−1w0 · λ and μwil = w
i
lw0 · λ, we calculate as follows:
〈
wil−1 · αil ,μwil−1 +μwil
〉= 〈wil−1 · αil ,wil−1w0 · λ〉+ 〈wil−1 · αil ,wilw0 · λ〉
= 〈wil−1 · αil ,wil−1w0 · λ〉+ 〈wil−1 · αil ,wil−1silw0 · λ〉
= 〈αil ,w0 · λ〉 + 〈αil , silw0 · λ〉
= 〈αil ,w0 · λ〉 − 〈αil ,w0 · λ〉 = 0.
Therefore, we obtain Nl = 0, as desired. 
We know (see, for example, [13, Proposition 6.5]) that
f maxim · · ·f maxi2 f maxi1 P = f Nmim · · ·f
N2
i2
f
N1
i1
P = Pw0·λ.
Here, by Claim 2, we have
f
Nm
im
· · ·f N2i2 f
N1
i1
P = f Npip · · ·f
N2
i2
f
N1
i1
P = f maxip · · ·f maxi2 f maxi1 P.
Hence we obtain f maxip · · ·f maxi2 f maxi1 P = Pw0·λ. Since si1si2 · · · sip = xw0, we deduce that
sip · · · si2si1x = w0, and hence (sip · · · si2si1x) = (x) + p, as in the proof of Claim 1.
Therefore, from Lemma 3.4.2, we conclude that P ∈ Ψλ(Bx(λ)). Thus, we have proved that
Ψλ(Bx(λ)) ⊃ MVx(λ), and hence that Ψλ(Bx(λ)) = MVx(λ). This completes the proof of The-
orem 3.5.1. 
Remark 3.5.2. We see from the proof of Theorem 3.5.1 that we can replace the phrase “for some
i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0)” in the condition (Opp. Dem.) for MVx(λ) with the phrase “for
every i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0).”
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We take and fix (once and for all) an arbitrary dominant coweight λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR. For each
x ∈ W , we denote by Px·λ the image of the extremal element ux·λ ∈ B(λ) of weight x · λ ∈
X∗(T ) ⊂ hR under the isomorphism Ψλ : B(λ) ∼−→ MV(λ) of Theorem 2.2.3; we call Px·λ ∈
MV(λ) the extremal MV polytope of weight x · λ. Recall (from [30, Lemma 4.2], for example)
that for every reduced expression x = si1si2 · · · sil of x, we have ux·λ = f maxi1 f maxi2 · · ·f maxil uλ.
The aim of this section is to give an explicit description as a pseudo-Weyl polytope of the
extremal MV polytopes Px·λ, x ∈ W , and to give a polytopal condition for an MV polytope
P ∈ MV(λ) to lie in the opposite Demazure crystal MVx(λ) for x ∈ W .
4.1. Explicit description of the extremal MV polytopes
We take x ∈ W , and denote by p the length (xw0) of xw0. Let i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) be an
arbitrary element of R(w0), with m = (w0). For a sequence a = (a1, a2, . . . , ap) ∈ S(xw0, i)
and 0 l1, l2 m, let [l1, l2] ∩ a denote the subsequence of a consisting of those aq ’s such that
aq ∈ [l1, l2]. Also, recall that the lexicographic ordering  on S(xw0, i) is defined as follows:
(a1, a2, . . . , ap)  (b1, b2, . . . , bp) if there exists some integer 1 q0  p such that aq = bq for
all 1 q  q0 −1 and aq0 > bq0 ; we denote by minS(xw0, i) the minimum element of S(xw0, i)
with respect to the lexicographic ordering.
We define a sequence ξ i0, ξ
i
1, . . . , ξ
i
m of elements of the W -orbit W · λ (⊂ hR) inductively by
the following formula:
ξ im = λ, ξ il−1 =
{
ξ il if l appears in minS(xw0, i),
sβ il
· ξ il otherwise (4.1.1)
for 1 l m, where we set β il := wil−1 · αil for 1 l m, and denote by sβ ∈ W the reflection
with respect to a root β .
Remark 4.1.1. It is well known (see, for example, [26, Chap. 5, §2, Lemma 2 and Proposition 3])
that β il , 1 l m, exhaust all the positive roots.
Example 4.1.2. We know (see, for example, [6, Proposition 3.1.2]) that there exists i ∈ R(w0)
such that wip = xw0. It is obvious that for this i ∈ R(w0), minS(xw0, i) = (1,2, . . . , p). Hence it
follows from the definition that ξ i0 = ξ i1 = · · · = ξ ip and ξ il = sβ il+1sβ il+2 · · · sβ im ·λ for all p  l m.
Moreover, we see from (4.2.1) below that ξ il = wilw0 · λ for all p  l m.
Lemma 4.1.3. We have ξ il − ξ il−1 ∈ Z0(wil−1 · hil ) for every 1 l m.
The proof of this lemma will be given in Section 4.2. From this lemma, using [12, Theo-
rem 7.1], we see that there exists a unique MV datum μx,i• = (μx,iw )w∈W such that μx,iwil = ξ
i
l for
every 0 l m.
Proposition 4.1.4. Let j ∈ R(w0) be another reduced word for w0, and define an MV datum μx,j•
in the same way as above, with i replaced by j. Then, we have μx,i = μx,j• .•
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the MV datum μx• = (μxw)w∈W := μx,i• does not depend on the choice of i ∈ R(w0). Moreover,
the MV polytope P(μx•) associated to the MV datum μx• (by (2.1.2)) is an element of MV(λ).
Indeed, recall that each w ∈ W can be written as w = wil for some i ∈ R(w0) and an integer
0  l  m. Then it follows that μxw = μxwil = μ
x,i
wil
= ξ il ∈ W · λ by the definition of μx• . Since
w0 = wim for all i ∈ R(w0), and since ξ im = λ, we get μxw0 = λ. Also, because ξ il ∈ W · λ for all
i ∈ R(w0) and 0 l m, we have
P
(
μx•
)= Conv{μxw ∣∣w ∈ W}
= Conv{ξ il ∣∣ i ∈ R(w0), 0 l m}⊂ Conv(W · λ). (4.1.2)
Theorem 4.1.5.
(1) The weight of the MV polytope P(μx•) ∈ MV(λ) is equal to x · λ. Therefore, P(μx•) is the
extremal MV polytope Px·λ of weight x · λ.
(2) The extremal MV polytope Px·λ = P(μx•) of weight x · λ is identical to the convex hull
Conv(Wx · λ) in hR of the set Wx · λ, where Wx denotes the subset {z ∈ W | z  x}
of W .
The proof of this theorem will be given in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, by combining Theo-
rems 3.5.1 and 4.1.5, we obtain a polytopal condition for an MV polytope P ∈ MV(λ) to lie in
the opposite Demazure crystal MVx(λ) for x ∈ W .
Remark 4.1.6. The statement of Theorem 4.1.5(2) seems to be known to some experts although
we were unable to find it explicitly stated in the literature (cf. [3], and also [2, §4]); we thank
Littelmann for pointing out this fact to us. In fact, as was reported to us by Kato [17], the equality
Px·λ = Conv(Wx · λ) follows from the first equality in [25, (3.6)] (more precisely, from [9,
Lemma 3.2] or [31, Lemme 5.2]) by using the geometry of the affine Grassmannian Gr and the
finer Bruhat decomposition:
G =
⊔
z∈Wλmin
Nz˙Pλ,
where Pλ (⊃ B) is a standard parabolic subgroup of G determined by the set of roots α for
which 〈α,λ〉 0. However, the equality Px·λ = Conv(Wx · λ) is not enough for our purposes.
To get an understanding of the extremal MV polytope Px·λ as a pseudo-Weyl polytope, we need
to identify explicitly the vertex μw of Px·λ for each w ∈ W ; such data can be obtained from our
construction above of Px·λ. In particular, it follows immediately from Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.5.1
that Px·λ ∈ MVx(λ)∩ MVx(λ).
4.2. Proof of Lemma 4.1.3
Keep the notation and assumptions of Section 4.1. Let i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) be an arbitrary
element of R(w0). For each 0 l m, we denote by [l + 1,m] \ minS(xw0, i) the sequence ob-
tained by enumerating (in increasing order) the integers in [l + 1,m] that do not appear in the se-
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and set
yil := sβ ib1 sβ ib2 · · · sβ ibtl ;
if all the integers in [l + 1,m] appear in the sequence minS(xw0, i), then we set [l + 1,m] \
minS(xw0, i) = ∅, and yil := e ∈ W . Note that ξ il = yil · λ for all 0 l m. Also, for each 0
l m, we write the sequence [l + 1,m] ∩minS(xw0, i) as (c1, c2, . . . , cul ), with ul + tl = m− l,
and set
vil := sic1 sic2 · · · sicul ;
if [l + 1,m] ∩ minS(xw0, i) = ∅, then we set vil := e ∈ W .
Lemma 4.2.1. With the notation above, we have yil = wilvilw−10 for every 0 l m. Hence, for
every 0 l m, we have
ξ il = wilvilw−10 · λ. (4.2.1)
Proof. We prove the lemma by descending induction on l. Assume first that l = m. Then we
have yim = e and vim = e by definition. Also, from the definition, we have wim = w0. Hence we
get wimvimw
−1
0 = w0ew−10 = e = yim. Assume now that l < m. If l + 1 appears in the sequence
minS(xw0, i), then we have
[l + 1,m] \ minS(xw0, i) = [l + 2,m] \ minS(xw0, i),
[l + 1,m] ∩ minS(xw0, i) =
(
l + 1, [l + 2,m] ∩ minS(xw0, i)
)
,
and hence yil = yil+1 and vil = sil+1vil+1. Therefore, we conclude that
yil = yil+1 = wil+1vil+1w−10 by the induction hypothesis
= wilsil+1vil+1w−10 = wilsil+1sil+1vilw−10 = wilvilw−10 .
If l + 1 does not appear in the sequence minS(xw0, i), then we have
[l + 1,m] \ minS(xw0, i) =
(
l + 1, [l + 2,m] \ minS(xw0, i)
)
,
[l + 1,m] ∩ minS(xw0, i) = [l + 2,m] ∩ minS(xw0, i),
and hence yil = sβ il+1y
i
l+1 and vil = vil+1. By the induction hypothesis, we get
yil = s i yil+1 = s i wil+1vil+1w−1.βl+1 βl+1 0
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l+1 = (wilsil+1(wil )−1)wil+1 = wil (note that sil+1(wil )−1wil+1 = (wilsil+1)−1wil+1 =
(wil+1)−1wil+1 = e), it follows that
yil = sβ il+1w
i
l+1vil+1w
−1
0 = wilvil+1w−10 = wilvilw−10 .
Thus we have shown that yil = wilvilw−10 for all 0 l m. This proves the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1.3. Let i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) be an arbitrary element of R(w0), and let 1 
l m. First we observe that wil−1 · hil = (wil−1 · αil )∨ = (β il )∨, where β∨ denotes the dual root
of a positive root β , and hence that
sβ il
· ξ il = ξ il −
〈
β il , ξ
i
l
〉(
β il
)∨ = ξ il − 〈β il , ξ il 〉(wil−1 · hil ).
Therefore, we see from the definition (4.1.1) that
ξ il − ξ il−1 =
{
0 if l appears in minS(xw0, i),
〈β il , ξ il 〉(wil−1 · hil ) otherwise. (4.2.2)
So, it suffices to show that 〈β il , ξ il 〉  0 under the assumption that l does not appear in the se-
quence minS(xw0, i). By (4.2.1), we have
ξ il = wilvilw−10 · λ = wil(sic1 sic2 · · · sicul )w
−1
0 · λ,
where, as above, [l + 1,m] ∩ minS(xw0, i) = (c1, c2, . . . , cul ). Hence we calculate:〈
β il , ξ
i
l
〉= 〈wil−1 · αil ,wil (sic1 sic2 · · · sicul )w−10 · λ〉
= 〈(wil)−1wil−1 · αil , (sic1 sic2 · · · sicul )w−10 · λ〉
= 〈sil · αil , (sic1 sic2 · · · sicul )w−10 · λ〉
= −〈αil , (sic1 sic2 · · · sicul )w−10 · λ〉
= −〈w0(sicul · · · sic2 sic1 ) · αil , λ〉.
Since λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR is a dominant coweight, it suffices to show that (sicul · · · sic2 sic1 ) · αil is
a positive root. Suppose, contrary to our claim, that it is a negative root. Then, by the exchange
condition, sic1 sic2 · · · sicul has a reduced expression of the form:
sil sic1
· · · sicr−1 sicr+1 · · · sicul
for some 1 r  ul . We now write the sequence [1, l] ∩ minS(xw0, i) as:
[1, l] ∩ minS(xw0, i) = {d1, d2, . . . , dp−ul };
note that dp−ul < l since l does not appear in minS(xw0, i). Then, since (xw0) = p =
(p − ul)+ ul ,
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= sid1 sid2 · · · sidp−ul sil sic1 · · · sicr−1 sicr+1 · · · sicul
is a reduced expression of xw0, and hence the sequence
(d1, d2, . . . , dp−ul , l, c1, . . . , cr−1, cr+1, . . . , cul )
is an element of S(xw0, i). However, since l < l + 1  c1, this sequence is strictly less than
minS(xw0, i) with respect to the lexicographic ordering , which is a contradiction. Thus we
have proved Lemma 4.1.3. 
4.3. Proof of Proposition 4.1.4
Keep the notation and assumptions of Section 4.1. Assume that i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0)
and j = (j1, j2, . . . , jm) ∈ R(w0) are related by a 2-move or a 3-move. We will study the relation
between the two elements minS(xw0, i) and minS(xw0, j).
Assume first that i and j are related by a 2-move as in (2.1.3), i.e.,
i = (i1, . . . , ik, i, j, ik+3, . . . , im),
j = (i1, . . . , ik, j, i, ik+3, . . . , im)
for some indices i, j ∈ I with aij = aji = 0 and an integer 0  k  m − 2. We define
a map σi,j : (xw0, i) → S(xw0, j) (resp., σj,i :S(xw0, j) → S(xw0, i)) as follows. Let a =
(a1, a2, . . . , ap) ∈ S(xw0, i) (resp., a = (a1, a2, . . . , ap) ∈ S(xw0, j)). We have
[1, k] ∩ a = (a1, . . . , au0),
[k + 1, k + 2] ∩ a = (au0+1, . . . , au1),
[k + 3,m] ∩ a = (au1+1, . . . , ap)
for 0 u0  u1  p. Then we set a′ := [k+1, k+2]∩a = (au0+1, . . . , au1), and define a strictly
increasing sequence b = (b1, b2, . . . , bp) by:
bq = aq for 1 q  u0 and u1 + 1 q  p,
(bu0+1, . . . , bu1) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∅ if a′ = ∅,
(k + 1) if a′ = (k + 2),
(k + 2) if a′ = (k + 1),
(k + 1, k + 2) if a′ = (k + 1, k + 2).
It is obvious that b ∈ S(xw0, j) (resp., b ∈ S(xw0, i)). We now set σi,j(a) := b (resp.,
σj,i(a) := b).
Remark 4.3.1. Assume that i and j are related by a 2-move as above. Obviously, σj,i ◦ σi,j =
idS(xw ,i) and σi,j ◦ σj,i = idS(xw ,j).0 0
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i = (i1, . . . , ik, i, j, i, ik+4, . . . , im),
j = (i1, . . . , ik, j, i, j, ik+4, . . . , im)
for some indices i, j ∈ I with aij = aji = −1 and an integer 0  k  m − 3. We define
a map σi,j :S(xw0, i) → S(xw0, j) (resp., σj,i :S(xw0, j) → S(xw0, i)) as follows. Let a =
(a1, a2, . . . , ap) ∈ S(xw0, i) (resp., a = (a1, a2, . . . , ap) ∈ S(xw0, j)). We have
[1, k] ∩ a = (a1, . . . , au0),
[k + 1, k + 3] ∩ a = (au0+1, . . . , au1),
[k + 4,m] ∩ a = (au1+1, . . . , ap)
for 0 u0  u1  p. Then we set a′ := [k+1, k+3]∩a = (au0+1, . . . , au1), and define a strictly
increasing sequence b = (b1, b2, . . . , bp) by:
bq = aq for 1 q  u0 and u1 + 1 q  p,
(bu0+1, . . . , bu1) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∅ if a′ = ∅,
(k + 2) if a′ = (k + 1) or (k + 3),
(k + 1) if a′ = (k + 2),
(k + 2, k + 3) if a′ = (k + 1, k + 2),
(k + 1, k + 2) if a′ = (k + 2, k + 3),
(k + 1, k + 2, k + 3) if a′ = (k + 1, k + 2, k + 3).
It is easily seen that b ∈ S(xw0, j) (resp., b ∈ S(xw0, i)). We now set σi,j(a) := b (resp.,
σj,i(a) := b).
Remark 4.3.2. Assume that i and j are related by a 3-move as above, and take a =
(a1, a2, . . . , ap) to be the minimum element minS(xw0, i). It follows from the minimality of
a = (a1, a2, . . . , ap) ∈ S(xw0, i) with respect to the lexicographic ordering that if u1 = u0 + 1,
then a′ = (k + 1) or (k + 2). Using this, we see easily from the definitions of the maps σi,j and
σj,i that
σj,i
(
σi,j
(
minS(xw0, i)
))= minS(xw0, i).
Similarly, we obtain
σi,j
(
σj,i
(
minS(xw0, j)
))= minS(xw0, j).
Proposition 4.3.3. Assume that i = (i1, i2, . . . , im), j = (j1, j2, . . . , jm) ∈ R(w0) are related by a
2-move or a 3-move as above. Then, we have
σi,j
(
minS(xw0, i)
)= minS(xw0, j) and σj,i(minS(xw0, j))= minS(xw0, i).
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a 3-move as in (2.1.4); the proof of the equation σj,i(minS(xw0, j)) = minS(xw0, j) is similar,
and the proof for the case of 2-move is simpler. For simplicity of notation, we set
a = (a1, a2, . . . , ap) := minS(xw0, i),
b = (b1, b2, . . . , bp) := σi,j
(
minS(xw0, i)
)= σi,j(a),
c = (c1, c2, . . . , cp) := minS(xw0, j),
d = (d1, d2, . . . , dp) := σj,i
(
minS(xw0, j)
)= σj,i(c).
We have ⎧⎨⎩
[1, k] ∩ a = (a1, . . . , au0),[k + 1, k + 3] ∩ a = (au0+1, . . . , au1),[k + 4,m] ∩ a = (au1+1, . . . , ap)
(4.3.1)
for 0 u0  u1  p. From the definition of the map σi,j, it is obvious that
bq = aq for all 1 q  u0 and u1 + 1 q  p,
[k + 1, k + 3] ∩ b = (bu0+1, . . . , bu1). (4.3.2)
Also, we have ⎧⎨⎩
[1, k] ∩ c = (c1, . . . , ct0),[k + 1, k + 3] ∩ c = (ct0+1, . . . , ct1),[k + 4,m] ∩ c = (ct1+1, . . . , cp)
(4.3.3)
for 0 t0  t1  p. From the definition of the map σj,i, it is obvious that
dq = cq for all 1 q  t0 and t1 + 1 q  p,
[k + 1, k + 3] ∩ d = (dt0+1, . . . , dt1). (4.3.4)
We will prove that b = c.
Since b = σi,j(a) ∈ S(xw0, j), it follows that b  c = minS(xw0, j). Suppose, contrary to
our claim, that b  c. Then, there exists an integer 1  q0  p such that bq = cq for all 1 
q < q0 and bq0 > cq0 . If q0  min{u0, t0}, then it would follow from (4.3.2) and (4.3.4) that
aq = dq for all 1  q < q0 and aq0 > dq0 . This means that a  d, contradicting the minimality
of a = minS(xw0, i). Therefore, we obtain q0 > min{u0, t0}, and hence bq = cq for all 1 q 
min{u0, t0}. We now show that u0 = t0. Indeed, if u0 > t0, then we would have bt0+1  bu0  k
by (4.3.1) and (4.3.2). Since ct0+1  k + 1 by (4.3.3), it follows that bt0+1 < ct0+1. However,
since bq = cq for all 1  q  min{u0, t0} = t0 < q0 as shown above, this implies that b  c =
minS(xw0, j), a contradiction. Similarly, if u0 < t0, then we would have du0+1  dt0  k by
(4.3.3) and (4.3.4). Since au0+1  k + 1 by (4.3.1), it follows that du0+1 < au0+1. Also, since
bq = cq for all 1  q  min{u0, t0} = u0, it follows from (4.3.2) and (4.3.4) that dq = aq for
all 1  q  u0. Combining these, we obtain d  a = minS(xw0, i), a contradiction. Hence we
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(4.3.4) that aq = dq for all 1 q  u0 = t0. Thus, we have shown that
[1, k] ∩ b = (c1, . . . , ct0) = [1, k] ∩ c,
[k + 1, k + 3] ∩ b = (bt0+1, . . . , bu1).
Next, let us show that [k + 1, k + 3] ∩ b = [k + 1, k + 3] ∩ c. Here we give a proof in the case
that [k+1, k+3]∩c = (k+1, k+2); the proofs for the other cases are similar. Since [1, k]∩b =
[1, k] ∩ c as shown above and b  c by assumption, the sequence [k + 1, k + 3] ∩ b is not equal
to (k + 1, k + 2, k + 3). Also, since b = σi,j(a), it follows from the definition of the map σi,j that
the sequence [k + 1, k + 3] ∩ b cannot be equal to (k + 3) nor to (k + 1, k + 3). Furthermore, if
[k + 1, k + 3] ∩ b = ∅, then we would have t0 = u1 and at0+1 = au1+1  k + 4. Since aq = dq
for all 1 q  t0 as seen above, and since dt0+1 = k + 2 (< at0+1) by the definition of the map
σj,i, along with the assumption that [k + 1, k + 3] ∩ c = (k + 1, k + 2), it follows that a  d =
σj,i(c), which contradicts the minimality of a = minS(xw0, i). Similarly, if [k + 1, k + 3] ∩ b =
(k + 1), then we would have t0 + 1 = u1 and at0+2 = au1+1  k + 4; also, since σj,i(b) = a by
Remark 4.3.2, it follows from the definition of the map σj,i that at0+1 = au1 = k + 2. Since aq =
dq for all 1 q  t0 as seen above, and since dt0+1 = k+2 (= at0+1) and dt0+2 = k+3 (< at0+2)
by the definition of the map σj,i along with the assumption that [k+1, k+3]∩c = (k+1, k+2),
it follows that a  d = σj,i(c), contradicting the minimality of a. Now, suppose, contrary to
our claim, that [k + 1, k + 3] ∩ b = (k + 2) or (k + 2, k + 3); note that bt0+1 = k + 2. We set
w′ := sjb1 sjb2 · · · sjbt0 = sjc1 sjc2 · · · sjct0 , and then w := (w
′)−1xw0. Then, the w has reduced
expressions of the form:
w = sjbt0+1 sjbt0+2 · · · sjbp = sjct0+1 sjct0+2 · · · sjcp .
If we set z := sjct1+1 sjct1+2 · · · sjcp , then
w = (sjct0+1 · · · sjct1 )z = sjk+1sjk+2z = sj siz
since (ct0+1, . . . , ct1) = (k+1, k+2) by assumption and jk+1 = j , jk+2 = i. Also, since bt0+1 =
k + 2 by assumption and jk+2 = i, we deduce by [26, Chap. 5, §3, Proposition 2(i)] that w−1 ·
αjk+2 = w−1 · αi is a negative root, and so z−1 · αj = z−1sisj · αi = (sj siz)−1 · αi = w−1 · αi is
a negative root. Hence it follows from the exchange condition that z has a reduced expression of
the form:
z = sj sjct1+1 · · · sjcr−1 sjcr+1 · · · sjcp
for some t1 + 1 r  p. Therefore, we obtain
xw0 = w′w = w′sj siz
= sjc1 sjc2 · · · sjct0 sj sisj sjct1+1 · · · sjcr−1 sjcr+1 · · · sjcp
= sjc sjc · · · sjc sjk+1sjk+2sjk+3sjc · · · sjc sjc · · · sjc ,1 2 t0 t1+1 r−1 r+1 p
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(c1, c2, . . . , ct0, k + 1, k + 2, k + 3, ct1+1, . . . , cr−1, cr+1, . . . , cp)
is an element of S(xw0, j). However, this sequence is strictly less than c = minS(xw0, j)
with respect to the lexicographic ordering, which is a contradiction. Hence we conclude that
[k + 1, k + 3] ∩ b = (k + 1, k + 2) = [k + 1, k + 3] ∩ c. Thus, we have shown that u1 = t1 and
bq = cq for t0 + 1 q  u1 = t1, and so⎧⎨⎩
[1, k] ∩ b = (c1, . . . , ct0) = [1, k] ∩ c,[k + 1, k + 3] ∩ b = (ct0+1, . . . , ct1) = [k + 1, k + 3] ∩ c,[k + 4,m] ∩ b = (bt1+1, . . . , bp).
(4.3.5)
Eqs. (4.3.5) imply that q0 > t1 = u1. In this case, since c = minS(xw0, j)  b, it follows from
the definition of the map σj,i that σj,i(c)  σj,i(b) = a, contrary to the minimality of a. Thus we
have proved that b = c, thereby completing the proof of Proposition 4.3.3. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1.4. By Remark 2.1.2, we may assume that i, j ∈ R(w0) are related by a
2-move or a 3-move. Furthermore, in view of [12, Theorem 7.1], it suffices to show that μx,i
w
j
l
= ξ jl
for every 0 l m. We give a proof in the case that i, j ∈ R(w0) are related by a 3-move as in
(2.1.4), i.e.,
i = (i1, . . . , ik, i, j, i, ik+4, . . . , im),
j = (i1, . . . , ik, j, i, j, ik+4, . . . , im)
for some indices i, j ∈ I with aij = aji = −1 and an integer 0  k  m − 3; the proof for the
case of 2-move is similar (or, even simpler).
Assume first that l = k + 1, k + 2. Then, it is obvious that wil = wjl . Also, because
minS(xw0, j) = σi,j(minS(xw0, i)) by Proposition 4.3.3, we deduce from the definition (see
Section 4.2) that vil = vjl . Therefore, it follows immediately from Lemma 4.2.1 that
ξ il = wilvilw−10 · λ = wjl vjlw−10 · λ = ξ jl .
Hence we obtain μx,i
w
j
l
= μx,i
wil
= ξ il = ξ jl , as desired. Thus, it remains to show that
μ
x,i
w
j
k+1
= ξ jk+1 and μx,iwjk+2 = ξ
j
k+2. (4.3.6)
Recall that the integers nil = nil(μx,i• ) ∈ Z0 and njl = njl (μx,i• ) ∈ Z0 for l = k + 1, k + 2, k + 3
are defined via the length formula:
μ
x,i
wi
−μx,i
wi
= nil
(
wil−1 · hil
)
and μx,ij −μx,ij = njl
(
w
j
l−1 · hjl
)
,l l−1 wl wl−1
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there exists an integer N jl ∈ Z0 such that
ξ
j
l − ξ jl−1 = N jl
(
w
j
l−1 · hjl
);
recall that the integer N jl ∈ Z0 is given by:
N
j
l =
{0 if l appears in minS(xw0, j),
〈βjl , ξ jl 〉 otherwise.
(4.3.7)
Since μx,i
w
j
k+3
= ξ jk+3 as seen above, Eqs. (4.3.6) follow if we can show that njk+3 = N jk+3 and
n
j
k+2 = N jk+2. We will show that njl = N jl for l = k + 1, k + 2, k + 3.
We know that the sequence [k + 1, k + 3] ∩ minS(xw0, i) is equal to one of the following:
(i) ∅, (ii) (k + 1), (iii) (k + 2), (iv) (k + 1, k + 2), (v) (k + 2, k + 3), (vi) (k + 1, k + 2, k + 3).
Also, since μx,i
wil
= ξ il for all 0 l m and hence μx,iwil − μ
x,i
wil−1
= ξ il − ξ il−1 for all 1 l m, it
follows from (4.2.2) that
nik+1 =
{
0 if k + 1 appears in minS(xw0, i),
〈β ik+1, ξ ik+1〉 otherwise, (4.3.8)
nik+2 =
{
0 if k + 2 appears in minS(xw0, i),
〈β ik+2, ξ ik+2〉 otherwise, (4.3.9)
nik+3 =
{
0 if k + 3 appears in minS(xw0, i),
〈β ik+3, ξ ik+3〉 otherwise. (4.3.10)
For simplicity of notation, we set γi := wik · αi and γj := wik · αj . Then we calculate:
β ik+1 = wik · αik+1 = wik · αi = γi,
β ik+2 = wik+1 · αik+2 = wiksik+1 · αik+2 = wiksi · αj = wik · (αi + αj ) = γi + γj ,
β ik+3 = wik+2 · αik+3 = wiksik+1sik+2 · αik+3 = wiksisj · αi = wik · αj = γj .
Also, we set A := 〈γi, ξ ik+3〉 and B := 〈γj , ξ ik+3〉. Then, we obtain
(
nik+1, nik+2, nik+3
)=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(B,A,B) in case (i),
(0,A,B) in case (ii),
(A+B,0,B) in case (iii),
(0,0,B) in case (iv),
(A,0,0) in case (v),
(0,0,0) in case (vi).
(4.3.11)
As an example, let us give a proof in case (iii). Since k + 3 does not appear in minS(xw0, i),
we have ξ ik+2 = sβ ik+3 · ξ
i
k+3 by definition (4.1.1), and nik+3 = 〈β ik+3, ξ ik+3〉 = 〈γj , ξ ik+3〉 = B by
(4.3.10). Since k + 2 appears in minS(xw0, i), we have ξ i = ξ i = s i · ξ i by definitionk+1 k+2 βk+3 k+3
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(4.3.8) that
nik+1 =
〈
β ik+1, ξ ik+1
〉= 〈β ik+1, sβ ik+3 · ξ ik+3〉= 〈γi, sγj · ξ ik+3〉
= 〈γi + γj , ξ ik+3〉= A+B.
The proofs for the other cases are similar. Hence it follows from (2.1.6) that
(
n
j
k+1, n
j
k+2, n
j
k+3
)=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(A,B,A) in case (i),
(A+B,0,A) in case (ii),
(0,B,A) in case (iii),
(B,0,0) in case (iv),
(0,0,A) in case (v),
(0,0,0) in case (vi).
(4.3.12)
Next, we compute (N jk+1,N
j
k+2,N
j
k+3). From Proposition 4.3.3, we deduce by the definition
of the map σi,j that
[k + 1, k + 3] ∩ minS(xw0, j) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∅ in case (i),
(k + 2) in case (ii),
(k + 1) in case (iii),
(k + 2, k + 3) in case (iv),
(k + 1, k + 2) in case (v),
(k + 1, k + 2, k + 3) in case (vi).
Also, since wik = wjk and ξ ik+3 = ξ jk+3 as seen above, we have γi = wjk ·αi , γj = wjk ·αj , and also
A = 〈γi, ξ jk+3〉, B = 〈γj , ξ jk+3〉. Using these, by an argument similar to the one for (4.3.11), we
obtain
(
N
j
k+1,N
j
k+2,N
j
k+3
)=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(A,B,A) in case (i),
(A+B,0,A) in case (ii),
(0,B,A) in case (iii),
(B,0,0) in case (iv),
(0,0,A) in case (v),
(0,0,0) in case (vi).
(4.3.13)
As an example, let us give a proof in case (iii); recall that [k+1, k+3]∩minS(xw0, j) = (k+1).
Since k + 3 does not appear in minS(xw0, j), we have ξ jk+2 = sβjk+3 · ξ
j
k+3 by definition (4.1.1),
and N jk+3 = 〈βjk+3, ξ jk+3〉 by (4.3.7). Also, we calculate:
β
j
k+3 = wjk+2 · αjk+3 = wjksjk+1sjk+2 · αjk+3 = wjksj si · αj = wjk · αi = γi.
Hence we get N jk+3 = 〈γi, ξ jk+3〉 = A. Similarly, since k + 2 does not appear in minS(xw0, j),
we have N j = 〈βj , ξ j 〉 and βj = γi + γj . Therefore, we conclude thatk+2 k+2 k+2 k+2
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j
k+2 =
〈
β
j
k+2, ξ
j
k+2
〉= 〈βjk+2, sβjk+3 · ξ jk+3〉
= 〈γi + γj , sγi · ξ jk+3〉= 〈γj , ξ jk+3〉= B.
Since k + 1 appears in minS(xw0, j), we have ξ jk = ξ jk+1 by definition (4.1.1), and hence
N
j
k+1 = 0. The proofs for the other cases are similar.
Combining (4.3.12) and (4.3.13), we obtain (njk+1, n
j
k+2, n
j
k+3) = (N jk+1,N jk+2,N jk+3), as de-
sired. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1.4. 
4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.1.5
Keep the notation and assumptions of Section 4.1. Let i ∈ R(w0), and write the element
minS(xw0, i) as:
minS(xw0, i) = (a1, a2, . . . , ap).
Then, we have
μxe = μxwi0 = ξ
i
0 = wi0vi0w−10 · λ by (4.2.1)
= wi0(sia1 sia2 · · · siap )w−10 · λ = e(xw0)w−10 · λ = x · λ.
Therefore, it follows that wt(P (μx•)) = μxe = x ·λ. Because Px·λ is the unique element of MV(λ)
whose weight is x · λ, we conclude that P(μx•) = Px·λ. Thus, we have proved part (1) of Theo-
rem 4.1.5.
Let us prove part (2). We first show that Px·λ = P(μx•) ⊂ Conv(Wx ·λ). By (4.1.2), it suffices
to verify that ξ il ∈ Wx · λ for all i ∈ R(w0) and 0 l m. We take an arbitrary i ∈ R(w0), and
show the assertion by induction on l. If l = 0, then the assertion is obvious since ξ i0 = x ·λ as seen
above. Assume now that l > 0. If l appears in minS(xw0, i), then ξ il = ξ il−1 by definition (4.1.1),
and hence ξ il ∈ Wx · λ by our induction hypothesis. So, we may assume that l does not appear
in minS(xw0, i); note that ξ il−1 = sβ il · ξ
i
l by definition (4.1.1). In this case, we know from the
proof of Lemma 4.1.3 that 〈β il , ξ il 〉 0. When 〈β il , ξ il 〉 = 0, we have ξ il = ξ il−1 by definition (see
also (4.2.2)), and hence ξ il ∈ Wx · λ by our induction hypothesis. Now, it remains to consider
the case 〈β il , ξ il 〉 > 0. By our induction hypothesis, there exists z ∈ Wx such that ξ il−1 = z · λ.
Then, we calculate:〈
z−1 · β il , λ
〉= 〈β il , z · λ〉= 〈β il , ξ il−1〉= 〈β il , sβ il · ξ il 〉= −〈β il , ξ il 〉< 0.
Since λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR is a dominant coweight, this implies that z−1 · β il is a negative root.
Therefore, we deduce from [26, Chap. 5, §3, Proposition 2(i)] that sβ il z < z x, and hence that
ξ il = sβ il · ξ
i
l−1 = sβ il z · λ ∈ Wx · λ. Thus, we have shown that Px·λ = P(μ
x•) ⊂ Conv(Wx · λ)
in all cases.
Next, we show the reverse inclusion: Px·λ = P(μx•) ⊃ Conv(Wx · λ). By (4.1.2), it suffices
to verify that for each z ∈ W with z  x, there exist some i ∈ R(w0) and an integer 0 l m
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[6, Proposition 2.3.4(i)]). Denote by l the length (zw0) of zw0, and take i ∈ R(w0) such that
wil = zw0. We define a subset S(xw0, i)l of S(xw0, i) by:
S(xw0, i)l =
{
(a1, a2, . . . , ap) ∈ S(xw0, i)
∣∣ ap  l}⊂ S(xw0, i);
since wil = zw0  xw0, it follows from the “subword condition” (see, for example, [26, Chap. 5,
§4, Proposition 2]) that S(xw0, i)l is not empty.
Claim. The minimum element minS(xw0, i)l of S(xw0, i)l with respect to the lexicographic
ordering  is identical to the minimum element minS(xw0, i) of S(xw0, i). In particular, we
have [l + 1,m] ∩ minS(xw0, i) = ∅.
Proof. Let us write the elements minS(xw0, i)l and minS(xw0, i) as
minS(xw0, i)l = (a1, a2, . . . , ap) and minS(xw0, i) = (b1, b2, . . . , bp),
respectively. Suppose, contrary to our claim, that minS(xw0, i)l  minS(xw0, i). Then, there
exists some integer 1  q  p such that a1 = b1, a2 = b2, . . . , aq−1 = bq−1 and aq > bq ; note
that if q  2, then aq > bq > bq−1 = aq−1. We set w := siaq · · · siap . Since sia1 · · · siaq−1 =
sib1
· · · sibq−1 by the definition of q , and since
sia1
· · · siaq−1 siaq · · · siap = sib1 · · · sibq−1 sibq · · · sibp = xw0,
we get w = sibq · · · sibp . It follows from [26, Chap. 5, §3, Proposition 2(i)] that w−1 · αibq =
(sibq · · · sibp )−1 ·αibq is a negative root. Therefore, we see by the exchange condition that w has a
reduced expression of the form sibq siaq · · · siar−1 siar+1 · · · siap for some q  r  p, and hence that
xw0 has a reduced expression of the form
xw0 = sia1 · · · siaq−1 sibq siaq · · · siar−1 siar+1 · · · siap .
It follows that the sequence
(a1, . . . , aq−1, bq, aq, . . . , ar−1, ar+1, . . . , ap)
is an element of S(xw0, i)l , and is strictly less than a = minS(xw0, i)l with respect to the
lexicographic ordering, which is a contradiction. Thus, we obtain the equality minS(xw0, i)l =
minS(xw0, i), as desired. 
By (4.2.1), we have ξ il = wilvilw−10 ·λ. Since [l+1,m]∩minS(xw0, i) = ∅ by the claim above,
it follows from the definition that vil = e. Hence we conclude that
ξ il = wilvilw−10 · λ = wilw−10 · λ = (zw0)w−10 · λ = z · λ,
since wil = zw0 for the i ∈ R(w0). Thus, we have shown that Px·λ = P(μx•) ⊃ Conv(Wx · λ),
thereby completing the proof of part (2) of Theorem 4.1.5.
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By combining Theorems 3.5.1 and 4.1.5, we obtain a polytopal condition for an MV polytope
P ∈ MV(λ) to lie in the opposite Demazure crystal MVx(λ) for x ∈ W .
Theorem 4.5.1. Let x ∈ W . An element P ∈ MV(λ) is contained in MVx(λ) = Ψλ(Bx(λ))
if and only if the MV polytope P contains (as a set) the extremal MV polytope Px·λ =
Conv(Wx · λ).
First, we prove the “only if” part of the theorem. Before giving the proof, we make the fol-
lowing remarks.
Remark 4.5.2. We know (see [4, §4.1] and [13, Theorem 4.7]) that for P ∈ MV(λ) and j ∈ I
with fjP = 0, there holds fjP ⊃ P . Therefore, if an MV polytope P ∈ MVx(λ) were obtained
from the extremal MV polytope Px·λ by successive application of the lowering Kashiwara oper-
ators fj , j ∈ I , then it would follow immediately that the polytope P contains Px·λ. However, in
general, not all MV polytopes in MVx(λ) can be obtained from Px·λ by successively applying
fj , j ∈ I , as Example 4.5.3 below shows.
Example 4.5.3. Let g be the simple Lie algebra of type A2. Set λ := h1 + h2 ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR,
and x := s1 ∈ W . It follows from Lemma 3.4.2 that an element P ∈ MV(λ) is contained in
MVx(λ) if and only if f max1 f max2 P = Pw0·λ. Hence we see from the crystal graph (4.5.1) below
of MV(λ) ∼= B(λ) that f 21 f2Pλ is contained in MVx(λ). However, we deduce from the crystal
graph (4.5.1) that f 21 f2Pλ cannot be obtained from Px·λ by successively applying f1 and f2.
Pλ
21
2
2 1
1
1 2
f 21 f2Pλ
Px·λ
Pw0·λ
(4.5.1)
Proof of the “only if” part of Theorem 4.5.1. Let P = P(μ•) ∈ MVx(λ) be an MV poly-
tope with GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W . Since P = P(μ•) = Conv{μw | w ∈ W }, and since
Px·λ = Conv(Wx · λ) by Theorem 4.1.5, it suffices to show that for each z ∈ Wx , there
exists some w ∈ W such that μw = z · λ. Now, let us take an arbitrary z ∈ Wx , and set
q := (zw0). Then we know (see [15, Proposition 3.2.4] and the comment following [15, Propo-
sition 4.3]) that MVz(λ) ⊃ MVx(λ), which implies that P ∈ MVz(λ). Therefore, there exists
1834 S. Naito, D. Sagaki / Advances in Mathematics 221 (2009) 1804–1842i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0) with wiq = zw0 such that μwil = w
i
lw0 · λ for all q  l  m. In
particular, μwiq = wiqw0 · λ = (zw0)w0 · λ = z · λ. Thus, we have proved the “only if” part of
Theorem 4.5.1. 
In order to prove the “if” part of Theorem 4.5.1, we recall from [12, §2.3] the notion of
Berenstein–Zelevinsky data. We set Γ := {w · Λi | w ∈ W, i ∈ I }, where Λi , i ∈ I , are the
fundamental weights for g. Let P = P(μ•) ∈ MV(λ) be an MV polytope with GGMS datum
μ• = (μw)w∈W . For each γ ∈ Γ , we define Mγ ∈ Q by:
Mγ := 〈w ·Λi,μw〉 ∈ Q if γ = w ·Λi for some w ∈ W and i ∈ I ;
note that the rational number Mγ ∈ Q does note depend on the expression γ = w · Λi , w ∈ W ,
i ∈ I , of γ ∈ Γ . We call the collection M• = (Mγ )γ∈Γ of rational numbers the Berenstein–
Zelevinsky (BZ for short) datum of the MV polytope P . We know from [12, Proposition 2.2]
that
P = P(μ•) =
{
h ∈ hR
∣∣ 〈γ,h〉Mγ for all γ ∈ Γ }. (4.5.2)
Lemma 4.5.4. Let P1 = P(μ(1)• ),P2 = P(μ(2)• ) ∈ MV(λ) be MV polytopes with GGMS data
μ
(1)• = (μ(1)w )w∈W , μ(2)• = (μ(2)w )w∈W , and denote by M(1)• = (M(1)γ )γ∈Γ , M(2)• = (M(2)γ )γ∈Γ the
BZ data of P1, P2, respectively. Then, P1 ⊂ P2 if and only if M(1)γ M(2)γ for all γ ∈ Γ .
Proof. The “if” part is obvious by (4.5.2). We show the “only if” part. Since P1 = Conv{μ(1)w |
w ∈ W }, and since P1 ⊂ P2 by assumption, it follows that μ(1)w ∈ P2 for all w ∈ W . Take an
arbitrary element γ = w · Λi , w ∈ W , i ∈ I , of Γ . Because μ(1)w ∈ P2 as seen above, we have
〈γ,μ(1)w 〉M(2)γ by (4.5.2). Hence, by the definition of BZ data, we get M(1)γ = 〈w ·Λi,μ(1)w 〉 =
〈γ,μ(1)w 〉M(2)γ . This proves the lemma. 
Proof of the “if” part of Theorem 4.5.1. Let P = P(μ•) ∈ MV(λ) be an MV polytope with
GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W such that P ⊃ Px·λ, and denote by M• = (Mγ )γ∈Γ the BZ datum
of P . Take i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0) such that wip = si1si2 · · · sip = xw0, with p = (xw0). In
order to prove the “if” part, it suffices to show that Mwil−1·Λil = Mwil ·Λil for all p + 1  l  m.
Indeed, we know from [12, Theorem 6.6] that for each 1 l m,
Nl := ϕil
(
f maxil−1 · · ·f maxi2 f maxi1 P
)
is equal to Mwil−1·Λil −Mwil ·Λil . Hence, if Mwil−1·Λil = Mwil ·Λil holds for all p + 1 l m, then
it follows that Nl = 0 for all p + 1  l  m. Therefore, the argument following Claim 2 in the
proof of Theorem 3.5.1 shows that P ∈ Ψλ(Bx(λ)) = MVx(λ).
We will show that Mwil−1·Λil = Mwil ·Λil for all p + 1  l  m. By the definition of MV(λ),
the polytope P ∈ MV(λ) is contained in Conv(W · λ) = Pw0·λ. Hence we have
Px·λ ⊂ P ⊂ Conv(W · λ) = Pw ·λ.0
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Pw0·λ, respectively, we see from Lemma 4.5.4 that
M(1)γ Mγ M(2)γ for all γ ∈ Γ . (4.5.3)
Claim. For all p + 1 l m, we have
M
(1)
wil−1·Λil
= M(2)
wil−1·Λil
= 〈Λil ,w0 · λ〉, M(1)wil ·Λil = M
(2)
wil ·Λil
= 〈Λil ,w0 · λ〉.
Proof. Let μ(1)• = (μ(1)w )w∈W and μ(2)• = (μ(2)w )w∈W be the GGMS data of Px·λ and Pw0·λ, re-
spectively. We deduce (see Example 4.1.2) that μ(1)
wil
= wilw0 · λ for all p  l m. Therefore, we
have
M
(1)
wil−1·Λil
= 〈wil−1 ·Λil ,μwil−1 〉= 〈wil−1 ·Λil ,wil−1w0 · λ〉= 〈Λil ,w0 · λ〉,
M
(1)
wil ·Λil
= 〈wil ·Λil ,μwil 〉= 〈wil ·Λil ,wilw0 · λ〉= 〈Λil ,w0 · λ〉.
Also, we know (see Remark 2.2.4(2)) that μ(2)
wil
= wilw0 · λ for all 0 l m. Hence, by the same
calculation as above, we get
M
(2)
wil−1·Λil
= 〈Λil ,w0 · λ〉, M(2)wil ·Λil = 〈Λil ,w0 · λ〉,
as desired. 
Let us take p + 1 l m arbitrarily. By combining the claim above with (4.5.3), we see that
〈Λil ,w0 · λ〉 = M(1)wil−1·Λil Mwil−1·Λil M
(2)
wil−1·Λil
= 〈Λil ,w0 · λ〉,
and hence that Mwil−1·Λil = 〈Λil ,w0 · λ〉. Similarly, we see that Mwil ·Λil = 〈Λil ,w0 · λ〉. Thus, we
obtain Mwil−1·Λil = 〈Λil ,w0 · λ〉 = Mwil ·Λil . This completes the proof of the “if” part of Theo-
rem 4.5.1. 
4.6. Question
In view of Theorem 4.5.1, it is natural to pose the following question.
Question. Let us take an arbitrary x ∈ W . Are all the MV polytopes lying in the Demazure
crystal MVx(λ) contained (as sets) in the extremal MV polytope Px·λ = Conv(Wx · λ)?
Remark 4.6.1. We cannot expect that the converse statement holds, as the following example
shows. Let g be the simple Lie algebra of type A2; the set R(w0) consists of two elements
i := (1,2,1) and j := (2,1,2). Set x := s1s2 ∈ W and λ := h1 + h2 ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR. Then, the
MV polytope f2f1Pλ ∈ MV(λ) is contained (as a set) in the extremal MV polytope Px·λ =
Conv(Wx · λ), but f2f1Pλ is not an element of the Demazure crystal MVx(λ). Indeed, let
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Kashiwara operators f1, f2 and the formula (2.1.6), we deduce that the integers nil = nil (μ•),
1 l  3, and njl = njl (μ•), 1 l  3, are given as:{
ni1 = 0, ni2 = 1, ni3 = 0,
n
j
1 = 1, nj2 = 0, nj3 = 1,
(4.6.1)
and hence the GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W of f2f1Pλ is given as:
μw0 = μwi3 = μwj3 = λ, μs1s2 = μwi2 = λ,
μs1 = μwi1 = λ− (h1 + h2) = 0, μe = μwi0 = μwj0 = λ− (h1 + h2) = 0,
μs2s1 = μwj2 = λ− h1 = s1 · λ, μs2 = μwj1 = λ− h1 = s1 · λ.
From these, it is easily seen that the MV polytope f2f1Pλ is contained in the extremal MV
polytope Px·λ = Conv(Wx · λ) (see the figures below). However, since xw0 = s1s2s2s1s2 = s2,
and hence S(xw0, i) = {(2)} and S(xw0, j) = {(1), (3)}, it follows from (4.6.1) that f2f1Pλ is
not an element of MVx(λ).
λ
s2λ
s2s1λ
w0λ
s1s2λ
s1λ
Px·λ = Conv(Wx · λ) λ
s2λ
s2s1λ
w0λ
s1s2λ
s1λ
f2f1Pλ
Remark 4.6.2. We know (see [4, §4.1] and [13, Theorem 4.7]) that for P ∈ MV(λ) and j ∈ I
with ejP = 0, there holds ejP ⊂ P . Therefore, if an MV polytope P ∈ MVx(λ) were obtained
from the extremal MV polytope Px·λ by successive application of the Kashiwara operators ej ,
j ∈ I , then it would follow immediately that the polytope P is contained in Px·λ. However, in
general, not all MV polytopes in MVx(λ) can be obtained from Px·λ by successively applying
ej , j ∈ I , as Example 4.6.3 below shows.
Example 4.6.3. As in Remark 4.6.1, let g be the simple Lie algebra of type A2, and set x =
s1s2 ∈ W and λ = h1 +h2 ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR; the set R(w0) consists of i = (1,2,1) and j = (2,1,2).
Then, f1Pλ ∈ MVx(λ). Indeed, let μ• = (μw)w∈W be the GGMS datum of the MV polytope
f1Pλ. Using the definition of the Kashiwara operator f1 and the formula (2.1.6), we deduce that
the integers nil = nil(μ•), 1 l  3, and njl = njl (μ•), 1 l  3, are given as:{
ni1 = 1, ni2 = 0, ni3 = 0,
n
j = 0, nj = 0, nj = 1. (4.6.2)1 2 3
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from (4.6.2) that f1Pλ is an element of MVx(λ). However, we deduce from the crystal graph
(4.6.3) below of MV(λ) ∼= B(λ) that f1Pλ cannot be obtained from Px·λ by successively apply-
ing e1 and e2.
Pλ
21
2
2 1
1
1 2
Px·λ
f1Pλ
Pw0·λ
(4.6.3)
5. Decomposition of Demazure crystals and opposite Demazure crystals
We take and fix (once and for all) an arbitrary dominant coweight λ ∈ X∗(T ) ⊂ hR.
5.1. Decomposition of Demazure crystals
We set Wλ := {w ∈ W | w · λ = λ} ⊂ W , and denote by Wλmin the set of minimal coset rep-
resentatives for the quotient set W/Wλ with respect to the Bruhat ordering  on W (see, for
example, [6, Chap. 2, §4]). For each x ∈ Wλmin, define a subset MVx(λ) of the Demazure crystal
MVx(λ) by (cf. [16, §9.1]):
MVx(λ) = MVx(λ)
∖( ⋃
z∈Wλmin,z<x
MVz(λ)
)
; (5.1.1)
recall from [15, Proposition 3.2.4] that for z ∈ Wλmin with z < x, we have MVz(λ) ⊂ MVx(λ).
We can easily show by induction on (x) (see also [16, §9.1]) that for each x ∈ W ,
MVx(λ) =
⊔
z∈Wλmin,zx
MVz(λ), (5.1.2)
and in particular,
MV(λ) =
⊔
z∈Wλ
MVz(λ); (5.1.3)min
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Demazure crystal MVx(∞) by (cf. [16, Proposition 9.1.6(2)]):
MVx(∞) = MVx(∞)
∖( ⋃
z∈W,z<x
MVz(∞)
)
.
It follows from [16, Proposition 9.1.6(2)] that for each x ∈ W ,
MVx(∞) =
⊔
z∈W,zx
MVz(∞), (5.1.4)
and in particular,
MV(∞) =
⊔
z∈W
MVz(∞); (5.1.5)
note that MVw0(∞) = MV(∞). For each P ∈ MV(λ) (resp., P ∈ MV(∞)), we denote by
ι(P ) the unique element z ∈ Wλmin (resp., z ∈ W ) for which P ∈ MVz(λ) (resp., P ∈ MVz(∞));
we see from (5.1.2) and (5.1.3) (resp., (5.1.4) and (5.1.5)) that the element ι(P ) ∈ W specifies
the smallest (with respect to the inclusion relation) Demazure crystal in which P lies.
Remark 5.1.1. Let x ∈ W , and denote by xλmin ∈ Wλmin the (unique) minimal element of the
left coset xWλ with respect to the Bruhat ordering on W . From (5.1.1), it is easily seen that
ι(Px·λ) = xλmin.
Let P = P(μ•) be an element of MV(λ) (resp., MV(∞)) with GGMS datum μ• =
(μw)w∈W . For each i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0), we set
T (P, i) :=
⎧⎨⎩ (a1, a2, . . . , al) ∈ [1,m]l
0 l m,
1 a1 < a2 < · · · < al m,
niaq = niaq (μ•) = 0 for all 1 q  l
⎫⎬⎭ ,
and define a subset W(P, i) of W by:
W(P, i) = {sia1 sia2 · · · sial w0 ∈ W ∣∣ (a1, a2, . . . , al) ∈ T (P, i)}.
Lemma 5.1.2. Let P ∈ MV(λ) (resp., P ∈ MV(∞)), and take an arbitrary i ∈ R(w0). We have
ι(P ) ∈ W(P, i), and z ι(P ) for all z ∈ W(P, i) with respect to the Bruhat ordering  on W .
Proof. We give a proof only for the case that P ∈ MV(λ); the proof for the case that P ∈
MV(∞) is similar. Since P ∈ MV ι(P )(λ) ⊂ MV ι(P )(λ) by the definition of ι(P ), it follows
from Corollary 3.2.2 that there exists a sequence (a1, a2, . . . , al) ∈ Ŝ(ι(P )w0, i) such that niaq =
niaq (μ•) = 0 for all 1 q  l. Therefore, the sequence (a1, a2, . . . , al) is an element of T (P, i),
and hence
ι(P ) = (ι(P )w0)w0 = sia sia · · · sia w0 ∈ W(P, i).1 2 l
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zλmin ∈ Wλmin the minimal element of the left coset zWλ; obviously, zλmin  z. Since zλmin · λ =
z · λ, we have P ∈ MVz(λ) = MVzλmin(λ) (see Remark 3.1.1). Therefore, by the decomposition
(5.1.2), there exists an element z′ ∈ Wλmin with z′  zλmin such that P ∈ MVz′(λ). It follows from
the uniqueness of ι(P ) that z′ = ι(P ), and hence ι(P )  zλmin. Since zλmin  z as above, we get
ι(P ) z. This proves the lemma. 
Remark 5.1.3. Let P ∈ MV(λ) (resp., P ∈ MV(∞)), and take an arbitrary i ∈ R(w0). By
Lemma 5.1.2, ι(P ) is the minimum element minW(P, i) of W(P, i) with respect to the Bruhat
ordering on W . Namely, we have ι(P ) = minW(P, i) for every i ∈ R(w0).
The next proposition follows immediately from Remark 5.1.3.
Proposition 5.1.4. Let P ∈ MV(λ) (resp., P ∈ MV(∞)), and let x ∈ Wλmin (resp., x ∈ W ). Then,
P ∈ MVx(λ) (resp., P ∈ MVx(∞)) if and only if for some (or equivalently, every) i ∈ R(w0),
the element x is identical to the minimum element minW(P, i) of W(P, i) with respect to the
Bruhat ordering on W .
Here we give an application of our description above of the elements ι(P ), P ∈ MV(λ). Let
∗ :U−q (g∨) → U−q (g∨) be the C(q)-algebra antiautomorphism that fixes the Chevalley genera-
tors yj ∈ U−q (g∨), j ∈ I , corresponding to the negative simple roots (see [14, §1.3]). We know
from [15, Theorem 2.1.1] that this antiautomorphism ∗ :U−q (g∨) → U−q (g∨) induces an invo-
lution ∗ : B(∞) → B(∞) on the crystal basis B(∞) of U−q (g∨), which we call the Kashiwara
involution (or, the ∗-operation) on B(∞). We then define an involution ∗ : MV(∞) → MV(∞)
in such a way that the following diagram commutes:
MV(∞) ∗
Ψ
MV(∞)
Ψ
B(∞) ∗ B(∞),
and for P ∈ MV(∞), denote by P ∗ the image of P under the involution ∗ : MV(∞) →
MV(∞).
Corollary 5.1.5. Let P ∈ MV(∞). Then, the element ι(P ∗) ∈ W is identical to the inverse
(ι(P ))−1 ∈ W of the element ι(P ) ∈ W .
Proof. Let μ• = (μw)w∈W and μ′• = (μ′w)w∈W be GGMS data of P ∈ MV(∞) and
P ∗ ∈ MV(∞), respectively. Take an arbitrary i = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0), and define j =
(j1, j2, . . . , jm) ∈ R(w0) by: j = (ω(im),ω(im−1), . . . ,ω(i1)), where ω : I → I is the Dynkin
diagram automorphism for g (or equivalently, for g∨) such that αω(j) = −w0 · αj for all j ∈ I .
Then we deduce from [13, Proposition 6.1] (see also [5, Proposition 3.3(iii)]), which is due to
Lusztig [21], that(
n
j (
μ′•
)
, n
j (
μ′•
)
, . . . , n
j
m
(
μ′•
))= (nim(μ•), ni (μ•), . . . , ni (μ•)). (5.1.6)1 2 m−1 1
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sequence (m − al + 1,m − al−1 + 1, . . . ,m − a1 + 1) is an element of T (P ∗, j). Therefore, we
have
W(P ∗, j) = {sjb1 sjb2 · · · sjbl w0 ∈ W ∣∣ (b1, b2, . . . , bl) ∈ T (P ∗, j)}
= {sjm−al+1sjm−al−1+1 · · · sjm−a1+1w0 ∈ W ∣∣ (a1, a2, . . . , al) ∈ T (P, i)}
= {siω(al ) siω(al−1) · · · siω(a1)w0 ∈ W ∣∣ (a1, a2, . . . , al) ∈ T (P, i)}
= {w0sial sial−1 · · · sia1 ∈ W ∣∣ (a1, a2, . . . , al) ∈ T (P, i)}
= {w−1 ∣∣w ∈ W(P, i)}. (5.1.7)
We know from Proposition 5.1.4 that the elements ι(P ∗) and ι(P ) are identical to the minimum
elements minW(P ∗, j) and minW(P, i), respectively. Combining this fact and (5.1.7) above, we
conclude that ι(P ∗) = (ι(P ))−1. This proves the corollary. 
5.2. Decomposition of opposite Demazure crystals
Let us denote by Wλmax the set of maximal coset representatives for the quotient set W/Wλ
with respect to the Bruhat ordering  on W (see, for example, [6, Chap. 2, §4]).
Remark 5.2.1. It is clear that Wλmax = Wλminw0,λ, where w0,λ ∈ Wλ denotes the longest element
of Wλ.
For each x ∈ Wλmax, define a subset MVx(λ) of the opposite Demazure crystal MVx(λ) by:
MVx(λ) = MVx(λ)
∖( ⋃
z∈Wλmax,z>x
MVz(λ)
)
; (5.2.1)
recall from [15, Proposition 3.2.4] (along with the comment following [15, Proposition 4.3])
that for z ∈ Wλmax with z > x, we have MVz(λ) ⊂ MVx(λ). We can easily show by descending
induction on (x) that for each x ∈ W ,
MVx(λ) =
⊔
z∈Wλmax,zx
MVz(λ), (5.2.2)
and in particular,
MV(λ) =
⊔
z∈Wλmax
MVz(λ); (5.2.3)
note that MVe(λ) = MV(λ). For each P ∈ MV(λ), we denote by κ(P ) the unique element
z ∈ Wλmax for which P ∈ MVz(λ); we see from (5.2.2) and (5.2.3) that the element κ(P ) ∈ W
specifies the smallest (with respect to the inclusion relation) opposite Demazure crystal in which
P lies.
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coset xWλ with respect to the Bruhat ordering on W ; note that xλmax = xλminw0,λ. From (5.2.1), it
is easily seen that κ(Px·λ) = xλmax = xλminwλ,0.
Let P = P(μ•) be an element of MV(λ) with GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W . For each i =
(i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ R(w0), we set
U(P, i) := {0 p m ∣∣ μwil = wilw0 · λ for every p  l m}.
Then we set
Y(P ) := {wipw0 ∣∣ p ∈ U(P, i), i ∈ R(w0)}.
Lemma 5.2.3. Let P ∈ MV(λ). We have κ(P ) ∈ Y(P ), and κ(P )  z for all z ∈ Y(P ) with
respect to the Bruhat ordering  on W .
Proof. Let P = P(μ•) ∈ MV(λ) be an MV polytope with GGMS datum μ• = (μw)w∈W . It
follows from the definition of κ(P ) that P ∈ MVκ(P )(λ) ⊂ MVκ(P )(λ). Therefore, by the defi-
nition of MVκ(P )(λ), there exists i ∈ R(w0) such that wip = κ(P )w0, with p = (κ(P )w0), and
such that μwil = w
i
lw0 · λ for all p  l m. Hence we have
Y(P )  wipw0 =
(
κ(P )w0
)
w0 = κ(P ).
Now, let z ∈ Y(P ). Then we deduce from Theorem 3.5.1 that P ∈ MVz(λ). Denote by zλmax ∈
Wλmax the maximal element of the left coset zWλ; obviously, zλmax  z. Since zλmax · λ = z · λ, we
have P ∈ MVz(λ) = MVzλmax(λ) (see Remark 3.4.1). Therefore, by the decomposition (5.2.2),
there exists an element z′ ∈ Wλmax with z′  zλmax such that P ∈ MVz′(λ). It follows from the
uniqueness of κ(P ) that z′ = κ(P ), and hence κ(P )  zλmax. Since zλmax  z as above, we get
κ(P ) z. This proves the lemma. 
Remark 5.2.4. Let P ∈ MV(λ). By Lemma 5.2.3, κ(P ) is the maximum element maxY(P ) of
Y(P ) with respect to the Bruhat ordering on W . Namely, we have κ(P ) = maxY(P ).
The next proposition follows immediately from Remark 5.2.4.
Proposition 5.2.5. Let P ∈ MV(λ), and let x ∈ Wλmax. Then, P ∈ MVx(λ) if and only if the
element x is identical to the maximum element maxY(P ) of Y(P ) with respect to the Bruhat
ordering on W .
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